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Introduction

1.1.

The Header Compression Coupling Problem

[I-D.ietf-6lowpan-hc] defines a scheme for header compression in
6LoWPAN [RFC4944] packets. As with most header compression schemes,
a new specification is needed for every new kind of header that needs
to be compressed. In addition, [I-D.ietf-6lowpan-hc] does not define
an extensibility scheme like the ROHC profiles defined in ROHC
[RFC3095] [RFC5795]. This leads to the difficult situation that
[I-D.ietf-6lowpan-hc] tends to be reopened and reexamined each time a
new header receives consideration (or an old header is changed and
reconsidered) in the 6lowpan/roll/core cluster of IETF working
groups. At this rate, [I-D.ietf-6lowpan-hc] will never get completed
(fortunately, by now it has passed WGLC, but the underlying problem
remains unsolved).
The purpose of the present contribution is to plug into
[I-D.ietf-6lowpan-hc] as is, using its NHC (next header compression)
concept. We add a slightly less efficient, but vastly more general
form of compression for headers of any kind and even for header-like
payloads such as those exhibited by routing protocols, DHCP, etc.
The objective is to arrive at something that can be defined on a
single page and implemented in a couple of lines of code, as opposed
to a general data compression scheme such as that defined in
[RFC1951].
1.2.

Terminology

The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT",
"SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this
document are to be interpreted as described in RFC 2119 [RFC2119].
The term "byte" is used in its now customary sense as a synonym for
"octet".
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6LoWPAN-GHC
The format of a compressed header or payload is a simple bytecode. A
compressed header consists of a sequence of pieces, each of which
begins with a code byte, which may be followed by zero or more bytes
as its argument. Some code bytes cause bytes to be laid out in the
destination buffer, some simply modify some decompression variables.
At the start of decompressing a header or payload within a L2 packet
(= fragment), variables "sa" and "na" are initialized as zero.
The code bytes are defined as follows:
+----------+---------------------------------------------+----------+
| code
| Action
| Argument |
| byte
|
|
|
+----------+---------------------------------------------+----------+
| 0kkkkkkk | Append k = 0b0kkkkkkk bytes of data in the | k bytes |
|
| bytecode argument (k < 96)
| of data |
|
|
|
|
| 0110iiii | Append all bytes (possibly filling an
|
|
|
| incomplete byte with zero bits) from
|
|
|
| Context i
|
|
|
|
|
|
| 0111iiii | Append 8 bytes from Context i; i.e., the
|
|
|
| context value truncated/extended to 8
|
|
|
| bytes, and then append 0000 00FF FE00
|
|
|
| (i.e., 14 bytes total)
|
|
|
|
|
|
| 1000nnnn | Append 0b0000nnnn+2 bytes of zeroes
|
|
|
|
|
|
| 10010000 | STOP code (end of compressed data)
|
|
|
|
|
|
| 1001nnnn | Enter nibblecode (Section 2.1)
|
|
|
|
|
|
| 101nssss | sa += 0b0ssss000, na += 0b0000n000
|
|
|
|
|
|
| 11nnnkkk | n = na+0b00000nnn+2; s = 0b00000kkk+sa+n;
|
|
|
| append n bytes from previously output
|
|
|
| bytes, starting s bytes to the left of the |
|
|
| current output pointer; set sa = 0, na = 0 |
|
+----------+---------------------------------------------+----------+
For the purposes of the backreferences, the expansion buffer is
initialized with the pseudo-header as defined in [RFC2460], at the
end of which the target buffer begins. These pseudo-header bytes are
therefore available for backreferencing, but not copied into the
final result.
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Nibblecode

(It is to be decided whether the mechanism described in this section
is worth its additional complexity. To make this decision, it would
be useful to obtain more packet captures, in particular those that do
include ASCII data - the packet-capture-based examples in Section 3
currently do not include nibblecode.)
Some headers/header-like structures, such as those used in CoAP or
DNS, may use ASCII data. There is very little redundancy by
repetition in these (DNS actually has its own compression mechanism
for repetition), so the backreferencing mechanism provided in the
bytecode is not very effective.
Efficient stateless compression for small amounts of ASCII data of
this kind is pretty much confined to Huffman (or, for even more
complexity, arithmetic) coding. The complexity can be reduced
significantly by moving to n-ary Huffman coding, i.e., optimizing not
to the bit level, but to a larger level of granularity. Informal
experiments by the author show that a 16ary Huffman coding is close
to optimal at least for a small corpus of URI data. In other words,
basing the encoding on nibbles (4-bit half-bytes) is both nearly
optimal and relatively inexpensive to implement.
The actual letter frequencies that will occur in more general 6LoWPAN
ASCII data are hard to predict. As a first indication, the author
has analyzed an HTTP-based URI corpus and found the following lower
case letters to be the ASCII characters that occur with highest
frequency: aeinorst - it is therefore most useful to compress these.
In the encoding proposed, each byte representing one of these eight
highly-compressed characters is represented by a single 4-bit nibble
from the range 0x8 to 0xF. Bytes representing printable ASCII
characters, more specifically bytes from 0x20 to 0x7F, are
represented by both of their nibbles. Bytes from 0x00 to 0x1F and
from 0x80 to 0xFF are represented by a 0x1 nibble followed by both
nibbles of the byte. An 0x0 nibble terminates the nibblecode
sequence and returns to bytecode on the next byte boundary.
The first nibble of the nibblecode is transmitted right in the "enter
nibblecode" bytecode (0x9x - note that since it is never useful to
immediately return to bytecode, the bytecode 0x90 is allocated for a
different purpose). All other nibbles of the nibblecode are
transmitted as a sequence of bytes in most-significant-nibble-first
order; any unused nibble in the last byte of a nibblecode sequence is
set to 0x0.
The encoding is summarized in Figure 1.
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0
1
2
3
4
5
6
+---+---+---+---+
|
8-F
|
aeinorst
+---+---+---+---+
89ABCDEF

7

+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+
|
2-7
|
0-F
|
+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+
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1
0

1

other ASCII

+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+
|
1
|
0-F
|
0-F
|
+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+
+---+---+---+---+
|
0
|
+---+---+---+---+

0xHH

return to bytecode

Figure 1: A nibble-based encoding
As an example for what level of compression can be expected, the 121
bytes of ASCII text shown in Figure 2 (taken from
[I-D.ietf-core-link-format]) are compressed into 183 nibbles of
nibblecode, which (including delimiter and padding overhead) need 93
bytes, resulting in a net compression factor of 1.30. (Note that
RFC 4944/6LoWPAN-HC supports compression only in the first of a
sequence of adaptation layer fragments; 93 bytes may not all fit into
the first fragment, so any remaining payload would be sent without
the benefit of compression.)
<http://www.example.com/sensors/temp123>;anchor="/sensors/temp"
;rel=describedby,
</t>;anchor="/sensors/temp";rel=alternate
Figure 2: Example input text (line-wrapped)
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Examples
This section demonstrates some relatively realistic examples derived
from actual PCAP dumps taken at previous interops. Unfortunately,
for these dumps, no context information was available, so the
relatively powerful effect of context-based compression is not shown.
(TBD: Add a couple DHCP examples.)
Figure 3 shows an RPL DODAG Information Solicitation, a quite short
RPL message that obviously cannot be improved much.
IP header:
60 00 00 00 00 08 3a ff fe 80 00 00 00 00 00 00
02 1c da ff fe 00 20 24 ff 02 00 00 00 00 00 00
00 00 00 00 00 00 00 1a
Payload:
9b 00 6b de 00 00 00 00
Pseudoheader:
fe 80 00 00 00 00 00 00 02 1c da ff fe 00 20 24
ff 02 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 1a
00 00 00 08 00 00 00 3a
copy: 04 9b 00 6b de
4 nulls: 82
Compressed:
04 9b 00 6b de 82
Was 8 bytes; compressed to 6 bytes, compression factor 1.33
Figure 3: A simple RPL example
Figure 4 shows an RPL DODAG Information Object, a longer RPL control
message that is improved a bit more (but would likely benefit
additionally from a context reference). Note that the compressed
output exposes an inefficiency in the simple-minded compressor used
to generate it; this does not devalue the example since constrained
nodes are quite likely to make use of simple-minded compressors.
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IP header:
60 00 00 00 00 5c 3a ff fe 80 00 00 00 00 00 00
02 1c da ff fe 00 30 23 ff 02 00 00 00 00 00 00
00 00 00 00 00 00 00 1a
Payload:
9b 01 7a 5f 00 f0 01 00 88 00 00 00 20 02 0d b8
00 00 00 00 00 00 00 ff fe 00 fa ce 04 0e 00 14
09 ff 00 00 01 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 08 1e 80 20
ff ff ff ff ff ff ff ff 00 00 00 00 20 02 0d b8
00 00 00 00 00 00 00 ff fe 00 fa ce 03 0e 40 00
ff ff ff ff 20 02 0d b8 00 00 00 00
Pseudoheader:
fe 80 00 00 00 00 00 00 02 1c da ff fe 00 30 23
ff 02 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 1a
00 00 00 5c 00 00 00 3a
copy: 09 9b 01 7a 5f 00 f0 01 00 88
3 nulls: 81
copy: 04 20 02 0d b8
7 nulls: 85
ref(52): ff fe 00 -> ref 101nssss 0 6/11nnnkkk 1 1: a6 c9
copy: 08 fa ce 04 0e 00 14 09 ff
2 nulls: 80
copy: 01 01
7 nulls: 85
copy: 06 08 1e 80 20 ff ff
ref(2): ff ff -> ref 11nnnkkk 0 0: c0
ref(4): ff ff ff ff -> ref 11nnnkkk 2 0: d0
4 nulls: 82
ref(48): 20 02 0d b8 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 ff fe 00 fa ce
-> ref 101nssss 1 4/11nnnkkk 6 0: b4 f0
copy: 03 03 0e 40
ref(9): 00 ff -> ref 11nnnkkk 0 7: c7
ref(28): ff ff ff -> ref 101nssss 0 3/11nnnkkk 1 1: a3 c9
ref(24): 20 02 0d b8 00 00 00 00
-> ref 101nssss 0 2/11nnnkkk 6 0: a2 f0
Compressed:
09 9b 01 7a 5f 00 f0 01 00 88 81 04 20 02 0d b8
85 a6 c9 08 fa ce 04 0e 00 14 09 ff 80 01 01 85
06 08 1e 80 20 ff ff c0 d0 82 b4 f0 03 03 0e 40
c7 a3 c9 a2 f0
Was 92 bytes; compressed to 53 bytes, compression factor 1.74
Figure 4: A longer RPL example
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Similarly, Figure 5 shows an RPL DAO message. One of the embedded
addresses is copied right out of the pseudoheader, the other one is
effectively converted from global to local by providing the prefix
FE80 literally, inserting a number of nulls, and copying (some of)
the IID part again out of the pseudoheader. Note that a simple
implementation would probably emit fewer nulls and copy the entire
IID; there are multiple ways to encode this 50-byte payload into 27
bytes.
IP header:
60 00 00 00 00 32 3a ff 20 02 0d b8 00 00 00 00
00 00 00 ff fe 00 33 44 20 02 0d b8 00 00 00 00
00 00 00 ff fe 00 11 22
Payload:
9b 02 58 7d 01 80 00 f1 05 12 00 80 20 02 0d b8
00 00 00 00 00 00 00 ff fe 00 33 44 06 14 00 80
f1 00 fe 80 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 ff fe 00
11 22
Pseudoheader:
20 02 0d b8 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 ff fe 00 33 44
20 02 0d b8 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 ff fe 00 11 22
00 00 00 32 00 00 00 3a
copy: 0c 9b 02 58 7d 01 80 00 f1 05 12 00 80
ref(52): 20 02 0d b8 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 ff fe 00 33 44
-> ref 101nssss 1 4/11nnnkkk 6 4: b4 f4
copy: 08 06 14 00 80 f1 00 fe 80
9 nulls: 87
ref(58): ff fe 00 11 22 -> ref 101nssss 0 6/11nnnkkk 3 5: a6 dd
Compressed:
0c 9b 02 58 7d 01 80 00 f1 05 12 00 80 b4 f4 08
06 14 00 80 f1 00 fe 80 87 a6 dd
Was 50 bytes; compressed to 27 bytes, compression factor 1.85
Figure 5: An RPL DAO message
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Figure 6 shows the effect of compressing a simple ND neighbor
solicitation (again, no context-based compression).
IP header:
60 00 00 00 00 30 3a ff 20 02 0d b8 00 00 00 00
00 00 00 ff fe 00 3b d3 fe 80 00 00 00 00 00 00
02 1c da ff fe 00 30 23
Payload:
87 00 a7 68 00 00 00 00 fe 80 00 00 00 00 00 00
02 1c da ff fe 00 30 23 01 01 3b d3 00 00 00 00
1f 02 00 00 00 00 00 06 00 1c da ff fe 00 20 24
Pseudoheader:
20 02 0d b8 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 ff fe 00 3b d3
fe 80 00 00 00 00 00 00 02 1c da ff fe 00 30 23
00 00 00 30 00 00 00 3a
copy: 04 87 00 a7 68
4 nulls: 82
ref(32): fe 80 00 00 00 00 00 00 02 1c da ff fe 00 30 23
-> ref 101nssss 1 2/11nnnkkk 6 0: b2 f0
copy: 04 01 01 3b d3
4 nulls: 82
copy: 02 1f 02
5 nulls: 83
copy: 02 06 00
ref(24): 1c da ff fe 00 -> ref 101nssss 0 2/11nnnkkk 3 3: a2 db
copy: 02 20 24
Compressed:
04 87 00 a7 68 82 b2 f0 04 01 01 3b d3 82 02 1f
02 83 02 06 00 a2 db 02 20 24
Was 48 bytes; compressed to 26 bytes, compression factor 1.85
Figure 6: An ND neighbor solicitation
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Figure 7 shows the compression of an ND neighbor advertisement.
IP header:
60 00 00 00 00 30 3a fe fe 80 00 00 00 00 00 00
02 1c da ff fe 00 30 23 20 02 0d b8 00 00 00 00
00 00 00 ff fe 00 3b d3
Payload:
88 00 26 6c c0 00 00 00 fe 80 00 00 00 00 00 00
02 1c da ff fe 00 30 23 02 01 fa ce 00 00 00 00
1f 02 00 00 00 00 00 06 00 1c da ff fe 00 20 24
Pseudoheader:
fe 80 00 00 00 00 00 00 02 1c da ff fe 00 30 23
20 02 0d b8 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 ff fe 00 3b d3
00 00 00 30 00 00 00 3a
copy: 05 88 00 26 6c c0
3 nulls: 81
ref(48): fe 80 00 00 00 00 00 00 02 1c da ff fe 00 30 23
-> ref 101nssss 1 4/11nnnkkk 6 0: b4 f0
copy: 04 02 01 fa ce
4 nulls: 82
copy: 02 1f 02
5 nulls: 83
copy: 02 06 00
ref(24): 1c da ff fe 00 -> ref 101nssss 0 2/11nnnkkk 3 3: a2 db
copy: 02 20 24
Compressed:
05 88 00 26 6c c0 81 b4 f0 04 02 01 fa ce 82 02
1f 02 83 02 06 00 a2 db 02 20 24
Was 48 bytes; compressed to 27 bytes, compression factor 1.78
Figure 7: An ND neighbor advertisement
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Figure 8 shows the compression of an ND router solicitation. Note
that the relatively good compression is not caused by the many zero
bytes in the link-layer address of this particular capture (which are
unlikely to occur in practice): 7 of these 8 bytes are copied from
the pseudo header (the 8th byte cannot be copied as the universal/
local bit needs to be inverted).
IP header:
60 00 00 00 00 18 3a ff fe 80 00 00 00 00 00 00
ae de 48 00 00 00 00 01 ff 02 00 00 00 00 00 00
00 00 00 00 00 00 00 02
Payload:
85 00 90 65 00 00 00 00 01 02 ac de 48 00 00 00
00 01 00 00 00 00 00 00
Pseudoheader:
fe 80 00 00 00 00 00 00 ae de 48 00 00 00 00 01
ff 02 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 02
00 00 00 18 00 00 00 3a
copy: 04 85 00 90 65
ref(33): 00 00 00 00 01 -> ref 101nssss 0 3/11nnnkkk 3 4: a3 dc
copy: 02 02 ac
ref(42): de 48 00 00 00 00 01
-> ref 101nssss 0 4/11nnnkkk 5 3: a4 eb
6 nulls: 84
Compressed:
04 85 00 90 65 a3 dc 02 02 ac a4 eb 84
Was 24 bytes; compressed to 13 bytes, compression factor 1.85
Figure 8
Figure 9 shows the compression of an ND router advertisement. The
indefinite lifetime is compressed to four bytes by backreferencing;
this could be improved (at the cost of minor additional decompressor
complexity) by including some simple runlength mechanism.
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IP header:
60 00 00 00 00 60 3a ff fe 80 00 00 00 00 00 00
10 34 00 ff fe 00 11 22 fe 80 00 00 00 00 00 00
ae de 48 00 00 00 00 01
Payload:
86 00 55 c9 40 00 0f a0 1c 5a 38 17 00 00 07 d0
01 01 11 22 00 00 00 00 03 04 40 40 ff ff ff ff
ff ff ff ff 00 00 00 00 20 02 0d b8 00 00 00 00
00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 20 02 40 10 00 00 03 e8
20 02 0d b8 00 00 00 00 21 03 00 01 00 00 00 00
20 02 0d b8 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 ff fe 00 11 22
Pseudoheader:
fe 80 00 00 00 00 00 00 10 34 00 ff fe 00 11 22
fe 80 00 00 00 00 00 00 ae de 48 00 00 00 00 01
00 00 00 60 00 00 00 3a
copy: 0c 86 00 55 c9 40 00 0f a0 1c 5a 38 17
2 nulls: 80
copy: 06 07 d0 01 01 11 22
4 nulls: 82
copy: 06 03 04 40 40 ff ff
ref(2): ff ff -> ref 11nnnkkk 0 0: c0
ref(4): ff ff ff ff -> ref 11nnnkkk 2 0: d0
4 nulls: 82
copy: 04 20 02 0d b8
12 nulls: 8a
copy: 04 20 02 40 10
ref(38): 00 00 03 -> ref 101nssss 0 4/11nnnkkk 1 3: a4 cb
copy: 01 e8
ref(24): 20 02 0d b8 00 00 00 00
-> ref 101nssss 0 2/11nnnkkk 6 0: a2 f0
copy: 02 21 03
ref(84): 00 01 00 00 00 -> ref 101nssss 0 9/11nnnkkk 3 7: a9 df
ref(40): 00 20 02 0d b8 00 00 00 00 00 00 00
-> ref 101nssss 1 3/11nnnkkk 2 4: b3 d4
ref(120): ff fe 00 11 22
-> ref 101nssss 0 14/11nnnkkk 3 3: ae db
Compressed:
0c 86 00 55 c9 40 00 0f a0 1c 5a 38 17 80 06 07
d0 01 01 11 22 82 06 03 04 40 40 ff ff c0 d0 82
04 20 02 0d b8 8a 04 20 02 40 10 a4 cb 01 e8 a2
f0 02 21 03 a9 df b3 d4 ae db
Was 96 bytes; compressed to 58 bytes, compression factor 1.66
Figure 9: An ND router advertisement
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Integrating 6LoWPAN-GHC into 6LoWPAN-HC
6LoWPAN-GHC is intended to plug in as an NHC format for 6LoWPAN-HC
[I-D.ietf-6lowpan-hc]. This section shows how this can be done
(without supplying the detailed normative text yet, although it could
be implemented from this page).
GHC is by definition generic and can be applied to different kinds of
packets. All the examples given above are for ICMPv6 packets; it is
trivial to define an NHC format for ICMPv6 based on GHC.
In addition it may be useful to include an NHC format for UDP, as
many headerlike payloads (e.g., DHCPv6) are carried in UDP.
[I-D.ietf-6lowpan-hc] already defines an NHC format for UDP
(11110CPP). What remains to be done is to define an analogous NHC
byte formatted, e.g. as shown in Figure 10, and simply reference the
existing specification, indicating that for 0b11010cpp NHC bytes, the
UDP payload is not supplied literally but compressed by 6LoWPAN-GHC.
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+
| 1 | 1 | 0 | 1 | 0 | C |
P
|
+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+
Figure 10: A possible NHC byte for UDP GHC
To stay in the same general numbering space, we propose 0b11011111 as
the NHC byte for ICMPv6 GHC.

4.1.

Compressing extension headers

If the compression of specific extension headers is considered
desirable, this can be added in a similar way, e.g. as in Figure 11
(however, probably only EID 0 to 3 need to be assigned). As there is
no easy way to extract the length field from the GHC-encoded header
before decoding, this would make detecting the end of the extension
header somewhat complex. The easiest (and most efficient) approach
is to completely elide the length field (in the same way NHC already
elides the next header field in certain cases) and reconstruct it
only on decompression. Instead, the reserved bytecode 0b10010000
would be assigned as a stop marker.
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+
| 1 | 0 | 1 | 1 |
EID
|NH |
+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+
Figure 11: A possible NHC byte for extension header GHC
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Indicating GHC capability

The 6LoWPAN baseline includes just [RFC4944], [I-D.ietf-6lowpan-hc],
[I-D.ietf-6lowpan-nd] (see [I-D.bormann-6lowpan-roadmap]). To enable
the use of GHC, 6LoWPAN nodes need to know that their neighbors
implement it. While this can simply be administratively required, a
transition strategy as well as a way to support mixed networks is
required.
One way to know a neighbor does implement GHC is receiving a packet
from that neighbor with GHC in it ("implicit capability detection").
However, there needs to be a way to bootstrap this, as nobody ever
would start sending packets with GHC otherwise.
To minimize the impact on [I-D.ietf-6lowpan-nd], we propose adding an
ND option 6LoWPAN Capability Indication (6CIO), as illustrated in
Figure 12.
0
1
2
3
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|
Type
|
Length = 1 |_____________________________|G|
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|_______________________________________________________________|
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
Figure 12: 6LoWPAN Capability Indication (6CIO)
The G bit indicates whether the node sending the option is GHC
capable.
The 6CIO option will typically only be sent in 6LoWPAN-ND RS packets;
the resulting 6LoWPAN-ND RA can already make use of GHC and thus
indicate GHC capability implicitly, which in turn allows the nodes to
use GHC in the 6LoWPAN-ND NS/NA exchange.
6CIO can also be used for future options that need to be negotiated
between 6LoWPAN peers; an IANA registry will administrate the flags.
(Bits marked by underscores in Figure 12 are reserved for future
allocation, i.e., they MUST be sent as zero and MUST be ignored on
reception until allocated. Length values larger than 1 MUST be
supported for future extensions; the additional bits in the option
are then reserved in the same way. For the purposes of the IANA
registry, the bits are numbered in msb-first order from the 16th bit
of the option onwards, i.e., the G bit is flag number 15.)
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IANA considerations
In the IANA registry for the 6LOWPAN_NHC header type, IANA would need
to add the assignments in Figure 13.
10110IIN: Extension header GHC*)
11010CPP: UDP GHC
11011111: ICMPv6 GHC

[RFCthis]
[RFCthis]
[RFCthis]

Figure 13: IANA assignments for the NHC byte
*) if the functionality of Section 4.1 is made part of this document.
An IANA registry is needed for 6LoWPAN capability flags.
TBD.)

(Policy

IANA needs to allocate an ND option number for 6CIO.
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Security considerations
The security considerations of [RFC4944] and [I-D.ietf-6lowpan-hc]
apply. As usual in protocols with packet parsing/construction, care
must be taken in implementations to avoid buffer overflows and in
particular (with respect to the back-referencing) out-of-area
references during decompression.
One additional consideration is that an attacker may send a forged
packet that makes a second node believe a third victim node is GHCcapable. If it is not, this may prevent packets sent by the second
node from reaching the third node.
No mitigation is proposed (or known) for this attack, except that a
node that does implement GHC is not vulnerable. However, with
unsecured ND, a number of attacks with similar outcomes are already
possible, so there is little incentive to make use of this additional
attack. With secured ND, 6CIO is also secured; nodes relying on
secured ND therefore should use 6CIO bidirectionally (and limit the
implicit capability detection to secured ND packets carrying GHC)
instead of basing their neighbor capability assumptions on receiving
any kind of unprotected packet.
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Abstract
6LoWPAN is defined in RFC 4944 in conjunction with a number of
specifications that are currently nearing completion. The entirety
of these specifications may be hard to understand, pose specific
implementation problems, or be simply inconsistent.
The present guide aims to provide a roadmap to these documents as
well as provide specific advice how to use these specifications in
combination. In certain cases, it may provide clarifications or even
corrections to the specifications referenced.
This guide is intended as a continued work-in-progress, i.e. a longlived Internet-Draft, to be updated whenever new information becomes
available and new consensus on how to handle issues is formed.
Similar to the ROHC implementation guide, RFC 4815, it might be
published as an RFC at some future time later in the acceptance curve
of the specifications.
This document does not describe a new protocol or attempts to set a
new standard of any kind -- it mostly describes good practice in
using the existing specifications, but it may also document emerging
consensus where a correction needs to be made.
The current version -00 of this document is just an initial draft
that is intended to spark the collection of relevant information.
Status of this Memo
This Internet-Draft is submitted in full conformance with the
provisions of BCP 78 and BCP 79.
Internet-Drafts are working documents of the Internet Engineering
Task Force (IETF). Note that other groups may also distribute
working documents as Internet-Drafts. The list of current InternetDrafts is at http://datatracker.ietf.org/drafts/current/.
Internet-Drafts are draft documents valid for a maximum of six months
and may be updated, replaced, or obsoleted by other documents at any
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time. It is inappropriate to use Internet-Drafts as reference
material or to cite them other than as "work in progress."
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Introduction
(To be written - for now please read the Abstract.)

1.1.

Terminology

This document is a guide. However, it might evolve to make specific
recommendations on how to use standards-track specification.
Therefore: The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL",
"SHALL NOT", "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and
"OPTIONAL" in this document are to be interpreted as described in RFC
2119. They indicate requirement levels for compliant 6LoWPAN
implementations [RFC2119]. Note that these keywords are not only
used where a correction or clarification is intended; the latter are
explicitly identified as such.
The term "byte" is used in its now customary sense as a synonym for
"octet".
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6LoWPAN
What is a 6LoWPAN?
The term, originally just the name of the IETF WG that created the
specifications, nowadays refers to a specific way of building IPconnected wireless networks for embedded use cases. The 6LoWPAN core
specifications are:
o

[RFC4944], as updated by

o

[I-D.ietf-6lowpan-hc] and

o

[I-D.ietf-6lowpan-nd].

While [RFC4944] defines 6LoWPAN specifically for IEEE 802.15.4
networks, 6LoWPAN concepts have been applied to other PHY/MAC layers.
6LoWPANs MAY use additional protocols, such as [I-D.ietf-roll-rpl]
for routing, or [I-D.ietf-core-coap] for application data transfer.
However, the "6LoWPANness" of a network is caused by adherence to the
core specifications.
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6LoWPAN MTU
IPv6 defines a minimal value for the "Minimum Transmission Unit",
MTU, of 1280 bytes. This means that every IPv6 network must be able
to transfer a packet of at least 1280 bytes of IPv6 headers and data
without requiring fragmentation.
A common Internet MTU is 1500 bytes (motivated by the Ethernet MTU).
The gap between 1280 and 1500 allows tunneling protocols to insert
headers on the way from the source of a packet to a destination
without breaking the overall MTU of the path. As various tunneling
protocols do indeed insert bytes, it is unwise to simply assume an
end-to-end MTU of 1500 bytes even with the current dominance of
Ethernet. Path MTU discovery [RFC1981] [RFC4821] has been defined to
enable transport protocols to find an MTU value better than 1280
bytes, but still reliably within the MTU of the path being used.
Path MTU discovery places, however, additional strain on constrained
nodes, which therefore may want to stick with an MTU of 1280 bytes
for all IPv6 applications.
6LoWPAN was designed as a stub network, not requiring any tunneling.
As IEEE 802.15.4 packets are rather small (127 bytes maximum at the
physical layer, minus MAC/security and adaptation layer overhead),
1280 bytes was already considered a somewhat large packet size.
Therefore, the 6LoWPAN network MTU was simply set at the minimum size
allowable by IPv6, 1280 bytes, although the 6LoWPAN fragmentation
mechanism is able to support packets with total lengths (including
the initial IPv6 header) of up to 2047 bytes.
As a more recent development, some modes of operation of the RPL
protocol [I-D.ietf-roll-rpl] do indeed operate by tunneling data
packets between RPL routers. Maintaining the MTU visible to
applications at 1280 therefore requires making a larger MTU available
to the tunnels.
6LoWPAN routers that employ RPL therefore MUST support a more
appropriate MTU between routers that make use of tunneling between
them. [The specific MTU value is TBD, to be chosen between 1280 and
2047 based on RPL considerations that need to be added to this
document.]
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PAN identifiers in IPv6 addresses
[RFC4944] incorporates PAN identifiers in IPv6 addresses created from
16-bit MAC addresses, in a somewhat awkward way (one of the 16 bits
needs to be cleared to enable the U/L bit.).
As the use of PAN identifiers in 6LoWPAN networks has since become
less and less meaningful, [I-D.ietf-6lowpan-hc] provides specific
support only for interface IDs of the form 0000:00ff:fe00:XXXX, i.e.
PAN identifiers of zero. (Other forms can be supported by creating
sufficiently long pieces of compression context information for each
non-zero PAN identifier; however there is a limited number of context
elements and each consumes space in all nodes of a 6LoWPAN.)
It is therefore RECOMMENDED to employ a PAN identifier of zero with
6LoWPAN.
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IANA Considerations
This document has no actions for IANA.
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Security Considerations
(None so far; this section will certainly grow as additional security
considerations beyond those listed in the base specifications become
known.)
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Introduction
The ultimately goal of enabling IP stack on small devices is to
connect them to the global Internet. Many efforts are dedicated to
compressing IPv6 header for smart devices [RFC4944]
[I-D.ietf-6lowpan-hc] so that the smart objects network is IPv6
ready. However the connection from the gateway to the outside
network is still evolving to the IPv6; many parts of the network is
still IPv4, especially for home users. And many Internet application
servers are not IPv6 ready. The IPv6 smart device could not connect
to the IPv4 service platform without intermediate boxes.
In this situation, it is important to discuss how to connect the IPv6
ready smart objects network to the non IPv6 ready global Internet.
This document introduces several identified problems and some
considerations on solutions to these problems.

1.1.

Conventions used in this document

The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL","SHALL NOT",
"SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this
document are to be interpreted as described in [RFC2119].

2.

Network Architecture and Scenarios
Figure 1 depicts the secenario of the interconnection between the
smart objects network and the Internet. Several important components
within this architecture is analyzed below:
1.

2.

3.

4.

Cao

Node: the smart device. In current IETF efforts, the Node is
IPv6 ready and IPv6 only. Numbers of the Nodes constitute the
smart objects network, which is IPv6 ready.
SNG: Smart Network Gateway. The SNG interfaces with the smart
objects network and the operators’s access network. The SNG
should support the wireless technolgies connecting with the Node
and the lightweight IPv6 implementation as well. The upper
connection from the SNG to the access network depends on the
capability provided by the operator.
ONG: Operator Network Gateway. The ONG may not be visible to
users. It is used to apply charging, security and QoS policies.
In certain scenarios, the ONG is used to manage an IPv6-in-IPv4
tunnel between the SNG and itself.
Server: the applicatoin server. The server may be IPv4 or IPv6,
or dual-stack. It collects information from the smart network
and share/push these information to users Internet wide.
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+--------+
| Server |
O
+--------+
/ \
_______
+------+
|
/
\
+---+
/
\ +-----+
/
\
|
OIPv6 O----|SNG|---+ Access +-| ONG |--/ Internet \-----+
\
/
+---+
\ Netw / +-----+ \
/
\ /
+-----+
\
/
O
+------+
Node
Figure 1: Smart Network Connecting the Internet

3.

Solution Considerations
When both the access network and the application servers are IPv6
enabled, the solution to this problem is trivial as far as we can
see. The communication between the Node and the Server is end-toend.
When the server is not IPv6 ready or part of the network is not IPv6
ready, several solutions need discussion at the current point. This
section discusses several considerations on the solutions.

3.1.

Aggregated Smart Network Gateways

In this sense, the connection between the Node and Server is not end
to end. Rather, the SNG aggregates the information collected from
the smart devices and sends the aggregated message to the service
platform. As long as the SNG is enabled with Server the same IP
family, the rest of the work is trivial.
Most existing applications follow this non end-to-end architecture.
But in this architecture, the SNG should be implemented with service
logical and its scalability is challenged.
3.2.

Tunneling IPv6

When the server is IPv6 ready but part of the network is not IPv6
ready, tunneling the IPv6 within the IPv4 packets is a direct
solution.
For example as shown in Figure 2, the access network is IPv4 only and
the Internet and Server is dual stack. The SNG and ONG should
establish an IPv6-in-IPv4 tunnel. The SNG encapsulates the IPv6
packets within the IPv4 header to the ONG and ONG de-capsulates the
IPv6 packet and sends to the service platform. Softwire tunnels
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[I-D.ietf-softwire-dual-stack-lite] may be used in this scenario.
+--------+
| Server |
O
+--------+
/ \
_______
+------+
|
/
\
+---+
/
\ +-----+
/
\
|
OIPv6 O----|SNG|---+ Access +-| ONG |--/ Internet \-----+
\
/
+---+
\ Netw / +-----+ \
/
\ /
|
+-----+
|
\
/
|
O
|
|
+------+
|
Node
|
|
|
IPv6
| IPv6 in IPv4
|
IPv6
|
-------------|====================|----------------------|
Figure 2: Tunneling Solution
3.3.

IP Family Translation

If the service platform is IPv4 only, the need of IPv6 to IPv4
translation is indispensable.
In Figure 3, the SNG does not translate the IPv6 directly. Rather,
SNG tunnels the IPv6 packets to the ONG within the IPv4, and the ONG
decapsulates and translates the IPv6 to IPv4, using stateless or
stateful translation [I-D.ietf-behave-v6v4-xlate-stateful]
[I-D.ietf-behave-v6v4-xlate].
+--------+
| Server |
O
+--------+
/ \
_______
+------+
|
/
\
+---+
/
\ +-----+
/
\
|
OIPv6 O----|SNG|---+ Access +-| ONG |--/ Internet \-----+
\
/
+---+
\ Netw / +-----+ \
/
|
\ /
|
+-----+
|
\
/
|
O
|
|
+------+
|
Node
|
|
|
| IPv6 in IPv4
|
IPv4
|
|---IPv6-----|====================|----------------------|
Figure 3: Translation on ONG
In Figure 4, different from the above scenario, the SNG translates
the IPv6 to IPv4 directly, using stateless or stateful translation
[I-D.ietf-behave-v6v4-xlate-stateful] [I-D.ietf-behave-v6v4-xlate].
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+--------+
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+--------+
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_______
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\
+---+
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\
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OIPv6 O----|SNG|---+ Access +-| ONG |--/ Internet \-----+
\
/
+---+
\ Netw / +-----+ \
/
|
\ /
|
+-----+
|
\
/
|
O
|
|
+------+
|
Node
|
|
|
|
IPv4
|
IPv4
|
----IPv6-----|-------------------------------------------|
Figure 4: Translation on SNG

4.

Security Considerations
TBD.

5.

IANA Considerations
This document does not require any IANA actions.
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Abstract
Routing protocols are generally composed of two independent phases,
the control plane and the data forwarding plane. The control plane
is responsible for route discovery and maintenance. The data
forwarding plane performs a table lookup operation to set the packet
on the right path. In unreliable networks, the routing process
incurs a large control overhead when is constantly repairing routes,
detecting loops, and finding alternate paths due to frequent link
failures.
This document describes the Depth-First Forwarding (DFF) protocol; a
data forwarding mechanism that can be used to minimize the burden and
control overhead of a control plane used in unreliable networks. DFF
offers reliability and low control overhead by supporting in the data
plane loop detection, updates to the routing tables, and rerouting of
data packets through alternate paths. DFF can be integrated with
different types of control plane mechanisms and can be used in meshunder and route-over specifications. In this draft, we describe a
sample DFF implementation as a 6LoWPAN mesh-under data forwarding
protocol.
Status of this Memo
This Internet-Draft is submitted in full conformance with the
provisions of BCP 78 and BCP 79.
Internet-Drafts are working documents of the Internet Engineering
Task Force (IETF). Note that other groups may also distribute
working documents as Internet-Drafts. The list of current InternetDrafts is at http://datatracker.ietf.org/drafts/current/.
Internet-Drafts are draft documents valid for a maximum of six months
and may be updated, replaced, or obsoleted by other documents at any
time. It is inappropriate to use Internet-Drafts as reference
material or to cite them other than as "work in progress."
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Introduction
Networks with dynamic links present a challenge for typical routing
protocols because the reliability of links may be different at the
time when the route was discovered, and at the time when data is
forwarded.
In these unreliable networks, the control overhead for detecting
routing errors and for fixing paths happens often, so it is important
to avoid expensive control plane mechanisms that might overreact in
the presense of instability. Because a lightweight control plane
mechanism cannot guarantee the construction and maintenance of errorfree routes, a data forwarding protocol designed for these conditions
should be able to detect errors and find backup paths to survive link
failures.
This document describes Depth-First Forwarding (DFF), a data
forwarding mechanism that can detect loops, update the routing
tables, and reroute data packets via alternate paths. DFF is
compatible with light-weight control plane mechanisms supporting
routing tables that maintain more than one possible next hop for each
final destination.

1.1.

Requirements notation

The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT",
"SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this
document are to be interpreted as described in [RFC2119].
1.2.

Terminology

Readers are expected to be familiar with all the terms and concepts
that are discussed in "Transmission of IPv6 Packets over IEEE
802.15.4 Networks" [RFC4944].
Other terms used:
Final Destination: This is the final destination of the data packet
within the mesh network.
Local destination: The local destination of the data packet refers to
the next-hop neighbor to which the packet is forwarded on its way to
the final destination.
Originator: This is the source node that created the 6lowpan data
packet.
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Protocol Overview
DFF is a data forwarding strategy responsible for loop detection,
choosing alternate next hops, and updating the cost metrics in the
routing tables to reflect information gathered by forwarding data
packets.
DFF is intended to work in a network where nodes maintain proactively
a routing table with multiple candidate next hops for each final
destination. An example of a control plane satisfying these
conditions is described in the Appendix.
DFF provides an advantage in networks where the reliability of links
changes rapidly. It assumes that the control plane mechanism cannot
guarantee up to date routing tables, nor the absence of loops.
Therefore, whenever a data packet is forwarded, DFF can keep a data
packet identifier to detect loops, update routing tables if a loop is
detected, and use alternate paths to reroute the packet around the
failed path.
DFF achieves this functionality by implementing a distributed depthfirst search over the network graph as defined by the routing table.
If the routing tables are up to date, the search will only involve
the default route. However, if the routing table is not up to date
and forwarding of a data packet results in a loop, or if the link
layer fails to successfully transmit the packet to the next hop, the
data packet is then sent to an alternate next hop neighbor. A
distributed depth-first search mechanism is implemented in order to
keep track of the nodes that have participated in the forwarding of
the data packet.
Although DFF can be used without a control plane by performing a
blind (i.e., without a routing table) depth-first search of the
network, this configuration will incurr in increased latency because
data packets are forwarded by intermediate nodes to a random next-hop
neighbor. Therefore, it is recommended to implement DFF in
combination with a proactive control plane protocol, in order to
efficiently guide the depth-first search by using information stored
in the routing tables.

3.

Hop-by-Hop Implementation Options
While DFF can be used in a route-over or mesh-under protocol, this
document provides a sample implementation of a mesh-under forwarding
solution for 6LoWPAN networks; therefore, all addresses referenced in
this document are either 16-bit short or EUI-64 link layer addresses.
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DFF requires the use of hop-by-hop options, and this document
describes how these hop-by-hop options can be implemented by
allocating a new dispatch byte from the reserved values for mesh
forwarding in [RFC4944].
To avoid the request of a new dispatch byte, the appendix describes a
way to implement DFF by overloading the fragmentation header in
[RFC4944]. This implementation has the advantage of using headers
already defined by the standard; however, the implementation by
overloading the fragmentation header only allows rerouting a packet
on loop detection and not when a link fails. The reason behind this
loss of functionality is that rerouting when a link fails requires
the use of a duplicate flag in the header of the packet. This is a
hop-by-hop option that can be dynamically updated by intermediate
nodes, and the fragmentation header of [RFC4944] cannot be changed by
intermediate nodes.
Similarly, a route over implementation of DFF would need to obtain
new fields in the hop-by-hop options of IPv6 packets.

4.

Depth-First Forwarding Operation
The operation procedure described in this section relies on the
existence of a routing table in every node. This table SHOULD be
filled by a proactive control plane that stores multiple candidate
next hops for final destinations. An example of a proactive distance
vector control plane that could be integrated to DFF is provided in
the Appendix.
In order for an Originator to send packets based on depth-first
forwarding, it encapsulates the data packet using the standard mesh
header defined in [RFC4944] and the DFF mesh header (Figure 1). The
DFF mesh header is employed to detect loops and reroute packets in
the forwarding path. The Originator then checks the routing table to
select the next hop with the lowest cost to reach the destination.
Before forwarding the packet, an entry is created in the loop
detection table (Figure 2), where information such as the
Originator’s address, data packet identifier, previous hop (it points
to the node itself when the node is the Originator of packet), and
the selected next hop are stored.
Upon reception of a data packet at an intermediate node (which might
be the Originator if there is a loop in the path), the node checks if
an entry with the same (Originator,DID) exists in the loop detection
table. If there is no such entry, intermediate nodes SHOULD create a
new entry in a similar way to that described for the originator of
the data packet; however, in the Previous hop field, they store the
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address of the router from which the packet was received. After the
entry has been created in the loop detection table, the node forwards
the packet to the selected candidate next hop.
For those cases in which an entry already exists in the loop
detection table, the node checks which one was the last attemped
node, and poisons the routing table entry that uses that particular
node to reach the destination. By poisoning failed paths, DFF
updates the routing table based on the results from the data plane.
Then, in order to reroute the data packet, the node selects a new
next hop among the list of candidates stored in the routing table.
The selected node MUST not be registered as a previous attempt in the
list of attempted neighbours in the loop detection table. I also
MUST be a different node from that registered in the Previous Hop
field. In this way, DFF effectively makes data forwarding with loops
a depth-first search guided by the routing table stored in each node.
If the node has attempted all the candidate next hops, then the
packet is returned to Previous Hop. If the Previous hop address is
the same address of the current node, that means the node is the
originator of the packet. If in addition, the node has already
attempted all next-hop options, this means that routing has failed;
therefore, the originator must drop the packet and delete the entry
in the loop table.
In addition to rerouting packets when a loop is detected, nodes
reroute packets when the link layer fails to receive ACK from the
neighbor they sent the data packet to. As soon as the link layer
gives up on the transmission, DFF proceeds to reroute the packet
through a different candidate. In this case, nodes set a duplicate
detection flag in the DFF mesh header, identifying whether or not the
packet is a potential duplicate. Duplicate packets can appear in the
network when the link layer reports a failed transmission due to a
failed reception of ACKs from the recipient of the packet. This
situation may appear on links that are lossy only in one direction.
Duplicate packets do not alter the depth-first search logic: if a
packet with a duplicate flag is received by a node who has already
sent a packet with the same (Originator,DID) to Next Hop n (Last Next
Hop attempted), it assumes that this resulted in a loop, and the node
then attempts to reroute the packet to Next Hop n+1 (if available),
or to send it back to Previous Hop if no other candidate next hop are
available. This, however, may be a false loop detection, therefore
the node does not poison entries in the routing table whenever the
forwarded packet has the duplicate flag activated.
For packets encapsulated according to [RFC4944] that do not include a
DFF mesh header, the DFF node processes them with a simple forwarding
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mechanism that selects the next hop with the lowest cost to reach the
final destination. In this case, the node does node create any
entries in the loop detection table, and it does not attempt to
reroute such packets through alternate paths. This forwarding option
allows for the coexistence of DFF nodes with nodes that do not follow
the message formats defined in this document (Figure 1). A 6lowpan
mesh header [RFC4944] is still required for the operation of this
basic forwarding mechanism.

5.

Message Formats
This document assumes that multi-hop forwarding occurs in the
adaptation layer following the message format of [RFC4944].
[RFC4944] indicates that hop-by-hop processing headers with
additional mesh routing capabilities may be expressed by defining
additional headers that precede fragmentation or addressing headers.
Hence, all data packets to be forwarded using DFF MUST be preceded by
the standard mesh (L2) addressing header defined in [RFC4944], and
MAY be preceded by a header that identifies the data forwarding
mechanism (in this case DFF).
After these two headers, other LoWPAN headers such as hop-by-hop
options, header compression or fragmentation can also be included
before the actual payload. (Figure 1) shows the mesh headers of a
data frame to be forwarded with DFF.
1
2
3
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|
Mesh type and header
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|0 1|Mesh Forw|Flags|
DID
|
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
Figure 1: Mesh Header for DFF data frames
Field definitions are as follows:
Mesh type and header: The mesh (L2) addressing header and its
associated dispatch byte as defined in [RFC4944].
Mesh Forw: is a 6-bit identifier that allows for the use of
different mesh forwarding mechanisms. As specified in [RFC4944],
additional mesh forwarding mechanisms should use the reserved
dispatch byte values following LOWPAN_BCO; therefore, 01 SHOULD
precede Mesh Forw. A possible value to use as a mesh forwarding
identifier based on the reserved ranges defined in [RFC4944] is
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In this case the dispatch byte would be 01010001.

Flags: Bits in this field are used by DFF
means that this current packet is not a
to identify a potential duplicate. The
to define possible new options for data

to set control flags. 0xx
duplicate, and 1xx is used
last two bits are reserved
forwarding.

DID:
This is Data Frame Identifier. It is a sequence number
generated by the Originator. The originator address concatenated
with the DID sequence number form an identifier of previously seen
data packets.

6.

Data Structures
The loop detection option is based on the idea of storing the DID and
originator-ID of a data packet, so that if a packet containing the
same DID identifier and originator is received, DFF detects it as a
loop.
After the loop is detected, DFF follows a distributed depth-first
search for the destination through the candidate next hops kept in
the routing table. In order to do a Depth-First search, nodes need
to keep a list of their children (i.e., the candidate next hops that
have been used to forward the packet), and the previous hop (the node
who sent the data packet for the first time to the current router).
A Loop Detection Table (Figure 2) needs to be kept by the nodes to
support the loop detection functionality. The candidate next hop
field does not need to be pre-stored, it can be filled dynamically as
soon as the node attempts to send the packet to a next-hop neighbor.
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+---------+-------------------------------------------------------+
|Parameter| Description
|
+---------+-------------------------------------------------------+
|(O,DID) | Source Address concatenated with a sequential
|
|
| number. Used to identify previously seen data packets |
+---------+-------------------------------------------------------+
|Previous | Address of the router who sent the data packet for the|
|Hop
| first time to the current router. If forwarding fails,|
|
| return data packet to this router
|
+---------+-------------------------------------------------------+
|TTL
| Time to live for the current DID entry
|
+---------+-------------------------------------------------------+
|Next Hop | First neighbor selected to forward the packet
|
| 1
|
|
+---------+-------------------------------------------------------+
| ...
| ...
|
+---------+-------------------------------------------------------+
|Next hop | Neighbor selected the k-th time
|
| K
|
|
+---------+-------------------------------------------------------+

Figure 2: Basic Elements of a Loop Detection Table

7.
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Considerations section of [RFC4944].
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Appendix A: Example Implementation of a Control Plane for DFF
There are many route discovery protocols compatible with DFF. The
final selection of which control plane to use depends on the
particular constraints and requirements of the network. For example,
if nodes have tight memory constraints and the network is large,
managing the size of the routing table is important. Therefore, a
control plane that builds a network with a routing table that grows
at a slower rate than the size of the network--e.g., via hierarchical
routing, or clustering--is important. If minimizing the routing
stretch of the network is a priority, then the control plane needs to
keep larger routing tables.
The only condition for a control plane in order to leverage an
implementation of DFF is that, nodes should maintain a number of
alternate routes, which are being advertised by multiple neighbors
and which can be used immediately if the selected route were to fail,
or if a loop is detected through a previous route.
While a number of routing protocols satisfy the above constraint,
they tend to include extra overhead for preventing loops or dealing
with routing inconsistencies or failures. One of the primary goals
of DFF is to avoid the use of these extra control messages. This
appendix presents a basic control plane compatible with DFF.
TBD.

11.

Appendix B: Implementing DFF without requesting new dispatch bytes
DFF can be implemented as a full standard conforming to [RFC4944]
without requesting any new dispatch bytes. In this way, nodes
implementing DFF can interoperate with other nodes that only
implement headers defined in [RFC4944].
A possible way to avoid the DFF mesh header is by overloading the
datagram_tag and datagram_offset fields of the fragmentation header
defined in [RFC4944].
Because each source maintains a sequence number for the datagram_tag,
and the datagram_offset can be used to differentiate between
fragmented packets with the same value in datagram_tag, the DID value
required by DFF can be generated by the concatenation of the
datagram_tag and datagram_offset values of a fragmented data frame.
Nonetheless, an implementation of DFF that avoids the request of a
new dispatch byte will prevent the use of flags, and without the
existence of a duplicate flag, duplicate packets will not be
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detected. Therefore, it is RECOMMENDED that nodes that implement DFF
by using the datagram_tag and datagram_offset fields for storing the
DID value, do not reroute on link-layer ACK failures, but only on
loop detections. In this case, all previously seen (Originator,DID)
values can be assumed to correspond to loop detections, and the
routing table cost to reach the final destination via the last
attempted neighbor can be safely poisoned, without the risk of
poisoning valid routes taken by duplicate packets.
This implementation of DFF assumes the existence of fragmentation
headers within the LoWPAN encapsulation. This works well if data
packets are fragmented, but if the entire payload datagram fits
within a single 802.15.4 frame, then [RFC4944] states that the LoWPAN
encapsulation should not contain a fragmentation header. However,
the use of a fragmentation header for a packet that does not need to
be fragmented should, in principle, not affect the operation of nodes
implementing [RFC4944]. Therefore, even if a packet does not need to
be fragmented, the originator node can append the fragmentation
header so DFF nodes can use it for extracting the DID identifier.
The control plane used to populate the routing tables can also avoid
the need to request a new dispatch byte by encapsulating routing
updates in UDP packets.
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Introduction
IEEE 802.15.4 [ieee802.15.4] specification defines Physical and MAC
layers targeted for the Low Rate Wireless Personal Area Networks (LRWPAN) using short distance applications with low power and low cost
communication networks, particularly for the short range applications
such as Wireless Sensors Network (WSN). In an IEEE 802.15.4
compliant WPAN, a central controller device, i.e., the PAN
coordinator, builds a WPAN with other devices within a small physical
space known as the personal operating system. IEEE 802.15.4 is
designed to support a variety of applications in personal area
networks; many of these applications are security sensitive. The
principal goal of the 6lowpan working group is to design IPv6
transmission over IEEE 802.15.4.
In fact, some of the IEEE 802.15.4 optional features actually reduce
security and implementation would be limited for their extensions.
The applications range from defense systems to building monitoring,
fire-safety, patient monitoring, etc. If the network is not secured,
an intruder can inject incorrect messages to trigger false
situations.
IEEE 802.15.4 working group is trying to improving the link-layer
security specification. However, this document will focus on
discussing different security threats from the 6lowpan perspective
and discuss different options for applying existing security methods
to overcome/alleviate these threats. The main goal is to provide a
trust model using both link-layer and IP layer security packages
whenever possible.
Designing a new security protocol for 6lowpan network is out of scope
of this document. However, the document states desired security
requirements, which can be fed into the appropriate IETF security
working group in order to design appropriate security protocols.
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Requirements
The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT",
"SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this
document are to be interpreted as described in [RFC2119].
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Terminology
This document uses terminology specific to IPv6 and DHCPv6 as defined
in the "Terminology" section of the DHCPv6 specification [RFC3315].
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Overview
As described in [RFC4919], unlike regular IP network, 6lowpan has
some special characteristics such as small packet size, low
bandwidth, large number of devices, etc. 6lowpan devices are
generally assumed to be resource-limited with respect to computation
power, storage, memory and especially battery life. One common
feature, which is worthy to remember is the disproportionately high
cost of transmitting information as compared to performing local
computation. For example, a Berkeley mote spends approximately 800
instructions as it does in sending a single bit [Madden]. It thus
become a main design criteria for 6lowpan to reduce the number of
bits forwarded by intermediate nodes, in order to extend the entire
network’s lifetime as recharging may not be practical in some
deployment scenarios.
IEEE 802.15.4 nodes can operate in either secure mode or non-secure
mode. Two security modes are defined in the specification in order
to achieve different security objectives:
- Access Control List (ACL) mode which provides limited security
services and requires each device to maintain its own ACL. This mode
allows receiving frames only from nodes that are present in the
devices’s ACL, i.e., considered as trusted nodes. Frames from nonregistered devices are filtered. However, cryptographic protection
is not provided in this mode.
- Secure mode provides all the security services according to the
defined security suite. It provides confidentiality of the frame
along with the message integrity, access control, and sequential
freshness.
However, the specification is not clear about key management methods,
state of ACL table in the event of power loss and support of group
keying in which case, network shared common key may be an answer for
the link layer security but is vulnerable to replay attacks launched
from stolen devices. Yet, in most common cases, network shared
keying can be the simple answer to the link layer security as it is
easily configurable among large number of devices.
The security aspect, however, seems a bit tradeoff in the 6lowpan
since security is always a costly function. This is particularly
true to low rate WPAN. Obviously, adding security makes the issue
even more challenging. For instance, when putting IPv6 on top of
6lowpan, it may seem possible to use IP security protocol [RFC4301]
and turn off the security mechanism defined by IEEE 802.15.4. But on
the other hand, IPsec is relatively mature for services at IP or
upper layers. Furthermore, due to their inherent properties and/or
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constraints mentioned earlier, 6lowpan poses unique challenges to
which, traditional security techniques cannot be applied directly.
For example, public key cryptography primitives are typically avoided
(as being too expensive) as are relatively heavyweight conventional
encryption methods.
Consequently, it becomes questionable whether the 6lowpan devices can
support IPsec as it is. This document explains in the following
sections some of the difficulties resulting from adopting IPSec.
However, Layer 2 security must be used for all associated operations
such as MAC sub-layer association, beaconing, orphaning, etc.
While IPsec is mandatory with IPv6, considering the power constraints
and limited processing capabilities of IEEE802.15.4 capable devices,
IPsec is computationally expensive; Internet key exchange (IKEv2)
messaging described in [RFC5996] will not work well in 6lowpans as we
want to minimize the amount of signaling in these networks. Thus,
6lowpan may need to define its own keying management method(s) that
requires minimum overhead in packet-size and in number of signaling
messages exchange. IPsec will provide authentication and
confidentiality between end-nodes and across multiple lowpan-links,
and may be useful only when two nodes want to apply security to all
exchanged messages. However, in most cases, the security may be
requested at the application layer as needed, while other messages
can flow in the network without security overhead.
Attacks against 6lowpands can be classified into external attacks and
internal ones. In an external attack, the attacker is not an
authorized entity of the 6lowpan. External attacks can be further
divided into two categories: passive and active. Passive attacks
involve mainly eavesdropping on network’s radio frequency range in an
attempt to discover sensitive information. Among active attacks
against 6lowpans, denial-of service (DoS) attack at the physical
layer can produce devastating consequences. To this end, the
attacker can broadcast a powerful signal within the WPAN zone, i.e.,
jamming, and paralyzes part(s) or even the entire network.
An attacker may also disable a 6lowpan node (e.g., by smashing it!)
or capture one, extracts the key(s) and uses it for eavesdropping
purposes and/or to directly intervene at some point in time, by
injecting false but valid data in order to disturb the overall
system, e.g., trigger an undesired chain of events. Consequently, a
challenging issue facing 6lowpans is to provide resiliency against
node capture attack.
Data collection and dissemination being their ultimate goals,
6lowpans also highlights privacy concerns. In fact, as devices are
in general, getting smaller (i.e., easier to conceal) and cheaper
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(i.e., easier to obtain), an obvious risk is that 6lowpan technology
might be used for privacy violation purposes, e.g., employers might
spy on their employees, neighbors might spy on each other.
Possible threats in 6lopwan include intrusion, sink-hole and replay
attacks. As in traditional networks, routing mechanisms in 6lowpan
present another window from which, an attacker might disrupt and
significantly degrade the 6lowpan overall performance. Attacks
against unsecure routing aim mainly to contaminate WPAN networks with
false routing information resulting in routing inconsistencies. A
malicious node can also snoop packets and then launch replay attacks
on the 6lowpan nodes. These attacks can cause harm especially when
the attacker is a high-power device, such as laptop. It can also
easily drain 6lowpan devices batteries by sending broadcast messages,
redirecting routes etc.
A possible solution to address security issues in the 6lowpan
networks might consist of implementing application level security,
e.g., SSL, on top of link layer security. In such case, link layer
security protects from intrusion and the application level security
protects from another user peeking at the data and against
impersonation.
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Security Challenges
We summarize the security challenges in 6lowpan networks as it
follows (for more information about this section and the following
ones, please check the references):
- Minimizing resource consumption and maximizing security
performance.
- 6lowpan deployment enables link attacks ranging from passive
eavesdropping to active interfering.
- In-network processing involves intermediate nodes in end-to-end
information transfer.
- 6lowpan communication characteristics render traditional wired
based security schemes unsuitable.
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Security Requirements
Security requirements for 6lowpan can be listed as it follows:
- Data Confidentiality: make information inaccessible to unauthorized
users. For example, a 6lowpan node should not leak some of its
collected data to neighboring networks.
- Data Authentication: since an adversary can easily inject messages,
the receiver needs to ensure that data are originated from a trusted
sources.
- Data Integrity: ensures that the received data is not altered in
transit by an adversary.
- Data freshness: this could mean data freshness as well as key
freshness. Informally, data freshness implies that each data is
recent, and it ensures that no adversary replayed old messages.
- Availability: ensures the survivability of network services to
(only) authorized parties when needed, despite a DoS attack(s).
- Robustness: ensures operation continuity despite abnormalities,
such as attacks, failed nodes, etc.
- Resiliency: is the network ability to provide and maintain an
acceptable level of security in case some nodes are compromised.
- Resistance: is the network ability to prevent the adversary from
gaining full control of the network by node replication attack in
case some nodes are compromised.
- Energy efficiency: a security scheme must be energy efficient so as
to maximize network lifetime.
- Assurance: is the ability to disseminate different information at
different assurance levels.
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Security Threats
Most of the attacks and threats against user and data security in
6lowpan are plausible and MAY be very destructible in effect, because
of its wireless radio access and connectivity to the Internet. The
security analysis of 6lowpan starts with the appreciation of various
threats posed at respective ISO OSI layers. In this section, we
classify and discuss the threats in layer-wise order. The suggested
threat model assumes that the attacker is fully capable at all times
except during the deployment phase.
6lowpan is highly susceptible to physical attacks. i.e., threats due
to physical node destruction relocation and masking. By physical
attacks, one or multiple 6lowpan nodes can be knocked out
permanently, so the losses are irreversible. Physical attack can
extract cryptographic secrets from the associated circuitry, modify
programming in the nodes, and may allow the malicious node to take
control over them. These compromises can result into code
modification inside the node and to change the mission-oriented role
of full fledged networks, let alone sensors.
In 6lowpan environment, several types of DoS attacks can be triggered
in different layers. At the physical Layer, the DoS attacks can be
launched by tampering and jamming electromagnetic (EM) signals by
swarming the limited resources of 6lowpan devices with the high
resource devices very easily.
Attacks on MAC layer involves collision, exhaustion and unfairness.
Being always power hungry, 6lowpan devices try to sleep as often as
possible in order to conserve it. Such constraints open the door for
an attacker to let the device execute a large number of tasks in
order to deplete its battery. This is called "sleep deprivation
torture" [Stajano]. To achieve such goal, an attacker can for
example, target different destination devices with unnecessary
packets, possibly in other WPANs, regardless of whether the
destination WPAN and/or device actually exist or not. Such attack
can also lead to depleting the PAN coordinator battery power, i.e.,
since the downlink packets have to be explicitly requested from the
PAN coordinator, this will keep it busy (as well as an eventual
destination).
An attack against network availability can consist of flooding the
network by simply transmitting a large number of large(st) packets
size. In such case, the attacker may degrade the network performance
and drastically reduce the throughput.
In WPAN specification, the replayed message is prevented by the
replay protection mechanism, i.e., sequential freshness. In a
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replay-protection attack, the malicious node sends many frames
containing large counters to a particular receiver, which in turn
raises the replay counter up. Then, when a normal device sends a
frame with a lower frame counter, it will be rejected by the receiver
and thus, leading to DoS attack.
As the ACK frame integrity is not protected, it also opens the door
for a malicious node to prevent a legitimate device from receiving a
particular frame. This is possible by forging an ACK using the unencrypted sequence number from the data frame and sending it to the
source while creating enough interference, in order to prevent the
legitimate receiver from receiving the frame. In such scenario, the
source device is led to believe that the frame has been received.
A corrupted device can also attack the key distribution process since
the WPAN coordinator announces the IDs of devices who are about the
change the link key in plain-text in the beacon frame. Therefore,
the attacker can send request packet with the ID of the legitimate
node. The goal from such request is to push the coordinator to
trigger a key exchange process while the legitimate recipient may not
be ready.
Attacks against network layer fall into one of the following
categories:
- Spoofed, altered, or replayed routing information: in this attack,
the malicious node uses spoofing, altering and/or replaying to target
routing information exchanged between nodes in an attempt to create
routing loops, attract/repel network traffic, extend/shorten source
routes, generate false error messages, etc.
- Selective forwarding: in this attack, the malicious device may
refuse to forward certain messages (e.g., by dropping them). In this
case, neighboring devices may conclude that the malicious device has
failed and thus, try to seek another route. A more subtle form of
this attack is when the malicious device selectively forward packets
in which case, neighboring nodes won’t be able to reach the
conclusion that another route is needed which in turn, would
encourage them to re-send the data packets.
- Sinkhole attack: in a sinkhole attack, the malicious device tries
to get all traffic from one particular area which can potentially
result in a DoS attack. In order to launch a sinkhole attack (aka
blackhole attack), the attacker can listen to requests for routes
then replies to the requesting nodes that it contains the high
quality or shortest path to the base station. Once the malicious
device is able to insert itself between the communicating nodes, he/
she is able to do anything with the packets passing through it. In
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fact, this attack can affect even the nodes that are spatially
located farther from the malicious node.
- Sybil attack: in a Sybil attack, a single node presents multiple
identities to other nodes in the WPAN. Sybil attacks pose a
significant threat to geographic routing protocols and MAY be
performed against the distributed storage, routing mechanism, data
aggregation, voting, fair resource-allocation and misbehavior
detection, etc. Note that it is not easy to detect a Sybil attack in
progress (measuring the usage of radio resources MAY lead to detect
it, though with very little probability).
- Wormhole attack: in a Wormhole attack, the attacker records packets
(or bits) at one location in the network and tunnels them to another
one. Such attacks can be devastating to the working of the 6lowpan
since it does not require compromising a node in the WPAN; instead,
it could be performed at the initial phase when 6lowpan nodes start
to discover the neighboring information. Wormhole attacks can target
for example, routing function or application.
- Neighbor Discovery attacks: a modified version of the IPv6 Neighbor
Discovery protocol (described in [RFC4861]) has been specifically
designed for WPAN. However, the modified version (described in
[I-D.ietf-6lowpan-nd] inherits threats which applies in the WPAN
deployment. This includes unsecured router advertisement, neighbor
discovery DoS attacks. Threats against neighbor discovery protocol
are described in [RFC3756].
At the transport layer, attacks could be performed by half open and
half closed TCP segments. A malicious device can repeatedly forge
messages carrying sequence numbers or control flags which will
ultimately cause the endpoints to request retransmission of missed
frames.
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Assumptions
[RFC4919] describes two security concerns as follows;
In Section 4.6 Security: Although IEEE 802.15.4 provides AES link
layer security, a complete end-to-end security is needed.
In Section 5 Goals: Security threats at different layers must be
clearly understood and documented. Bootstrapping of devices into a
secure network could also be considered given the location, limited
display, high density and ad hoc deployment of devices.
This document will meet the above considerations.
In addition, existing IP security technologies will be simplified to
be implemented on the 6lowpan small devices. 6lowpan security
architecture will shed off lots of fat from IP security technologies
whenever available.
IEEE 802.15.4 AES (Advanced Encryption Standard) will be used for
6lowpan security architecture in conjunction with IP security
whenever available.
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6Lowpan Security Analysis
In this section, both IEEE 802.15.4 MAC security and IP security are
tackled to search for a new 6lowpan trust models and available
solution spaces if feasible. The principal object of this analysis
is to improve 6lowpan security level as we use IP layer security
mechanism as possible regardless of 802.15.4 vulnerable MAC security.
802.15.4 MAC enhancement and amendment are not scope of this document
but IEEE 802 standard stuff.

9.1.

IEEE 802.15.4 Security analysis

As mentioned earlier, IEEE 802.15.4 MAC layer provides security
services that are controlled by the MAC PIB (PAN Information Base).
For security purpose, the MAC sublayer maintains an access control
list (ACL) in its MAC PIB. By specifying a security suite in the ACL
for a communication peer, a device can indicate what security level
should be used (i.e., none, access control, data encryption, frame
integrity, etc.) for communications with that peer.
A critical function of IEEE 802.15.4 MAC is frame security. Frame
security is actually a set of optional services that may be provided
by the MAC to the upper layers (applications). The standard strikes
a balance between the need for these services in many applications,
and the desire to minimize the burden of their implementation on
those applications that do not need them. As described in [802.15.4ACM], if an application does not set any security parameters, then
security is not enabled by default. IEEE 802.15.4 defines four
packet types: beacon packets, data packets, acknowledgements packets
and control packets for the media access control layer. It does not
support security for acknowledgement packets. But on the other hand,
other packet types can optionally support integrity and
confidentiality protection for the packet’s data field.
Due to the variety of applications targeted by IEEE 802.15.4, the
processes of authentication and key exchange are not defined in the
standard. Devices without the key cannot decrypt the encrypted
messages.
In addition, unsecured mode is suitable for some applications in
which implementation cost is important, and security is either not
required or obtained in other ways. An example of this is that all
6lowpan devices are assigned a default key by the administrator they
can exchange data encrypted with that key. This may work in some
situations, but this solution is not quite scalable. In this case,
802.15.4 node is very vulnerable.
The security service enables the MAC to select the devices with which
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it is willing to communicate. The device may decide to communicate
with some devices, and not others. To minimize complexity, the
access control service is performed on an individual device basis,
rather than on groups or collections of devices.
Unlike file transfer or voice communication applications common with
other protocols, IEEE 802.15.4 applications often transmit messages
that do not convey secret information.
9.2.

IP Security analysis

IPsec can guarantee integrity and optionally confidentiality of IP
(v4 or v6) packets exchanged between two peers.
Basically, IPsec works well on non-low-power devices which are not
subject to severe constraints on host software size, processing and
transmission capacities. IPsec supports AH for authenticating the IP
header and ESP for authenticating and encrypting the payload. The
main issues of using IPsec are two-fold: (1) processing power and (2)
key management. Since these tiny 6lowpan devices do not process huge
number of data or communicate with many different nodes, it is not
well understood if complete implementation of SADB, policy-database
and dynamic key-management protocol are appropriate for these small
battery powered devices.
Given existing constraints in 6lowpan environments, IPsec may not be
suitable to use in such environments, especially that 6lowpan node
may not be able to operate all IPsec algorithms on its own capability
either FFD or RFD.
Bandwidth is a very scarce resource in 6lowpan environments. The
fact that IPsec additionally requires another header (AH or ESP) in
every packet makes its use problematic in 6lowpan environments.
IPsec requires two communicating peers to share a secret key that is
typically established dynamically with the Internet Key Exchange
(IKEv2) protocol. Thus, it has an additional packet overhead
incurred by IKEv2 packets exchange.
As neighbor discovery protocol will be applied to 6lowpan, Secure
Neighbor Discovery (SeND) protocol [RFC3971] should be considered to
provide security in conjunction with 6lowpan NDP. SeND works well
over existing IP networks. However, the crypto-generated address
(CGA) (described in [RFC3972]) used in SeND is based on RSA based and
thus, requires larger packet-size and processing time than in the
case where Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC) keying algorithm is
used. Therefore, it could be reasonable to use the SeND protocol if
it is extended to support ECC for 6lowpan networks application.
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Key Management in 6Lowpan
In order to provide security in 6lowpans, a robust encryption
mechanism MUST be in place. Only the non-tamperable keys can provide
an encryption infrastructure that is thorough enough to provide a
wide range of security services such as but not limited to
authentication, authorization, non-repudiation and prevention from
replay attacks. Key management issues are discussed in the following
section.

10.1.

Existing Key Management Methods

The characteristics of 6lowpan communicating devices and resulting
WPANs, such as limited resources at the node and network level, lack
of physical protection, unattended operation, and a close interaction
with the physical environment, all make it infeasible to implement
some of the most popular key exchange techniques in their literal
forms for 6lowpans. In this section, we visit three widely known
schemes such as trusted-server scheme, pre-distribution scheme and
public key cryptography schemes in order to reach a pragmatic key
management mechanism for 6lowpans.
The trusted-server scheme relies solely on the server for key
agreement between nodes, e.g., Kerberos. If the server is
compromised, the trust amongst nodes is severed. Such scheme is not
suitable for 6lowpan networks because there is usually no guarantee
of seamless communication with a trusted server at anytime.
The key agreement scheme is key pre-distribution, where key
information is distributed among all 6lowpan nodes prior to
deployment. If the network deployers were to know which nodes were
more likely to stay in the same neighborhood before deployment, keys
MAY be decided a priori. However, because of the randomness of the
deployment, knowing the set of neighbors deterministically might not
be feasible. Furthermore, the presence of intruder nodes right from
the network deployment and initiation time cannot be rejected
outright as implausible. Some schemes like network shared keying,
pair-wise keying, and group keying, have been defined as variants of
key distribution. On-site key management mechanisms, while
warranting the same level of security as key pre-distribution schemes
have an obvious edge to cope up with network dynamics.
This class of key management scheme depends on asymmetric
cryptography, such as public key certificates that are irreversible
singularly. This irreversibility comes at a price-often staked by
the limited computation and energy resources of 6lowpan nodes.
However, these are the hardest cryptanalyze. Some of the most
popular examples include, but are not limited to Diffie-Hellman key
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agreement, RSA or ECC [RFC2631]. Recent works on ECC implementation
for low power devices has proven its feasibility for sensor networks.
ECC provides security with smaller key size that is comparable to
security provided by RSA or AES with much higher key size.
Network topologies for 6LowPan (i.e., star and mesh) and presence of
FFD and RFD makes cluster based dynamic key management schemes seem
the most appropriate. These schemes use Master Keys; Network Keys
and Links keys which could be pre-installed for first round and can
be distributed by key transport mechanism during later rounds. This
scheme provides ease in key distribution and key revocation [ZigBee].
10.2.

Issues With Key Management in 6Lowpan

- In a 6lowpan, a malicious node MAY sit amongst other nodes at the
deployment phase-a problem of secure key assignment at bootstrap
time.
- A node is compromised during the operating time of 6lowpan-A key
revocation system MUST be employed.
- In a sleep-mode enabled 6lowpan, keys to sleeping nodes MUST be
deprived and reinstated after such nodes resume active state.
- In case the keys are compromised, a mechanism to diagnose security
violation MUST be invoked.
- It SHOULD allow and support dynamic addition of a new node.
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Security Consideration in Bootstrapping a 6lowpan Node
This section aims to discuss how does a node configures itself
securely with a IPv6 router in the network. It involves assignment
of IPv6 prefix and the default IPv6 router in the 6lowpan. Further
details will be collaborated with 6lowpan commissioning/bootstrapping
works in near future according to the 6lowpan working group
rechartering.
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Possible Scenarios Using Different Levels of Security
This section may suggest example scenarios with example solutions in
different cases (IPsec, SSL, other type of solutions) although this
document does not recommend or specify any security solutions.
Further details will be collaborated with 6lowpan architecture works
in near future according to the 6lowpan working group re-chartering.
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Security Considerations
This document addresses only security issues around IPv6 over Low
Power WPAN.
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IANA Considerations
There is no IANA considerations.
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Abstract
This document specifies the translation mechanism mapping IPv6
address with 128 bits to the Adaptation Identifier (AID) with 16 bits.
When a device in IEEE 802.15.4 domain needs to communicate with other
nodes in IPv6 domain, it should acquire source AID and destination
AID corresponding to source IPv6 address and destination IPv6 address,
respectively from an IPv6 translation-capable gateway. The node will
send packets using these AIDs to the gateway, and then the gateway
will translate them to normal IPv6 addresses using the mapping table
already associated.
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1. Introduction
IETF 6LoWPAN Working Group is an IPv6 based low-power wireless area
network and has been working for IPv6 packets to be sent to and
received from over IEEE 802.15.4 based networks for applications
which require wireless internet connectivity at lower data rates for
devices.
However it is well known that the management of addresses for devices
that communicate across the two dissimilar domains of IPv6 and
IEEE802.15.4 is complicated. IEEE802.15.4 standard packet size is 127
bytes, among which IEEE 64 bit extended addresses may be used. After
an association, 16 bits are used as a unique ID in a PAN L2, Still
only 102 bytes are available for payload at MAC layer. Now
considering the devices need to communicate with other nodes via IPv6
domain, 256 bits of the source and destination addresses seem to be
cumbersome in a limited MAC payload fields.
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It is obvious that the IP connectivity between 6LowPANs and the
global IPv6 networks is necessary. For this connectivity, [ID.6lowpan-interoperability] proposes the mapping of 16 bits short
address and the interoperability between 6LowPAN devices and the
external IPV6 networks. However this document does not specify
multiple network prefix address but does single network prefix
address to use 16 bit short addresses. In the case of the network
configuration for the connectivity between 6LowPANs and the external
IPv6 networks, multiple network prefix address must be considered for
several connections between them. So this document describes the AID
assignment mechanism in the gateway not only to support multiple
network prefix address but also to map unique IPv6 address to AID
with short length. The encoding of AID utilizes 2 bytes; 1 byte is
used for identifying each node in IEEE 802.15.4. The other 1 byte is
used for identifying the external IPV6 node connected with the node
of IEEE 802.15.4. How the value of AID is determined in the gateway
is out of scope.
As a result, this document defines an encoding format, LOWPAN_GCHC,
for effective compression of Global IPv6 address based on shared
state with AID. In addition, this document also introduces additional
frame format over the header compression format defined in [RFC 4944]
This document is based on [Interoperability of 6LoWPAN] for the
adaptation layer of fragmentation and reassembly, the stateless
address auto-configuration based on EUI-64[EUI64].
2. Terminology
The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT",
"SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this
document are to be interpreted as described in [RFC2119].
Readers are expected to be familiar with all the terms and concepts
that are discussed in "IPv6 over Low-Power Wireless Personal Area
Networks (6LoWPANs): Overview, Assumptions, Problem Statement, and
Goals" [RFC4919], and "Transmission of IPv6 Packets over IEEE
802.15.4 Networks" [RFC4944].
The term "byte" is used in its now customary sense as a synonym for
"octet".
AID : Adaptation Identifier
GCHC : Global Connectivity Header Compression
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3. Global Connectivity in 6LoWPAN
This section defines the gateway architecture for the Global
Connectivity between the global IPv6 nodes and 6LowPANs. Figure 1
shows the example of the IPv6 connection between the gateway and the
external IPv6 nodes. The gateway performs new AID assignment
operation to be mapped with IPV6 address by the request of IEEE
802.16 node and executes translation operation which maps IPv6
address encoded with 16 bytes to AID with 2 bytes to compress packet
header and vice versa.
---+-----------------------------------|
Global IPv6 network
|
|
|
+-----+
+-----+
|
| Gateway(AID translation)
|
| Outer Node
|
|
|
|
+-----+
+-----+
|
+--------------+
|
o
|
|
o o
o o |
| o o o o o | Inner Node (IEEE 802.15.4)
| o
o o o |
|
o
o o
|
+--------------+
Figure 1: Gateway and node
3.1. AID for outbound traffic
Outbound traffic means the traffic from the inner node to the outer
nodes.
1. Each node in 6LowPAN checks if it has an AID identifying its own
global IPv6 address.
2. Each node can use the AID if it has. Unless, it should request the
new AID to the gateway.
3. Each node in 6LowPAN checks if it has an AID identifying its
corresponding global IPv6 address.
4. Each node can use the AID if it has. Unless, it should request to
new AID to the gateway.
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5. Each node should request to the gateway to delete both AIDs if
they didn’t use during a certain time.

3.2. AID for inbound traffic
Inbound traffic means the traffic from the outer node to the inner
nodes.
1. The Gateway checks if it has an AID identifying Source IPv6
address of the received inbound traffic.
2. The Gateway can use the AID if it has. Unless, it should assign
the new AID for Source IPv6 address in the inbound traffic.
3. The Gateway checks if it has an AID identifying Destination IPv6
address of the received inbound traffic.
4. The Gateway can use the AID if it has. Unless, it should assign
the new AID for Destination IPv6 address in the inbound traffic.
5. Each node should request to the gateway to delete both AIDs if
they didn’t use during a certain time.

3.3. AID Assignment in the Gateway
An AID must be assigned by the Gateway according to the following
assignment method. The length of an AID being assigned is 2 bytes.
1. If the Gateway receives the AID request frame for the specific
IPv6 address, it looks up its own address mapping table for the
specific IPv6 address.
2. If the Gateway finds the AID matched with the specific IPv6
address, it will return the AID. Otherwise, it will generate and
return the new AID not to be duplicated.

3.4. AID deletion in the Gateway
An AID must be deleted by the Gateway according to the following
deletion method.
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1. If the Gateway receives the AID delete frame for the specific AID,
it looks up its own address mapping table for the AID.
2. If the Gateway finds the AID, it will delete the AID. Otherwise,
it neglects the frame.

4. Mapping Table Global Connectivity in 6LoWPAN
Gateway has the address mapping table as shown in Figure 2. The
length of Global IPv6 address field is 128 bits. The length of AID is
16 bits.
+--------------------------------------+
|Global IPv6 address|
AID
|
+--------------------------------------+
Figure 2: Address Mapping Table

5. Frame Format for AID Assignment
The format shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4 are the payload in the
IEEE 802.15.4 MAC protocol data unit (PDU). The Frame format was
used in communications to assign AID between internal nodes and
gateway. Each AID will represent its corresponding global IP address.
The Frame format is defined in Figure 3.

+-----------------------------------------------+
| AID Message Dispatch | AID Message Parameters |
+-----------------------------------------------+
Figure 3: A LoWPAN encapsulated AID Assignment Frame
The details of AID Message Parameters are defined below in Section 6.
The encapsulation format defined in Figure 4 defines LOWPAN_GCHC
encoding format for compressing the IPv6 header. To enable effective
compression LOWPAN_GCHC relies on AID information pertaining to AID
Assignment Frame.
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+-------------------------------------------------------------------+
|LOWPAN_GCHC Dispatch | LOWPAN_GCHC(4)| In-line IPv6 Header Fields |
+-------------------------------------------------------------------+
Figure 4: LOWPAN_GCHC Frame

We defined three kinds of frames related to AID assignment as shown
Figure 5: AID REQUEST frame, AID REPLY frame and AID DELETE frame.
The document allocates the following 3 dispatch type field values for
these frame types and 1 dispatch type field value for LOWPAN_GCHC.
Figure 5 shows new dispatch value bit pattern as updating Figure 2 in
[RFC 4944].
+-----------------------------------------+
|
Pattern
|
Header Type
|
+-----------------------------------------+
|
00 xxxxxx
|
NALP
|
|
01 000001
|
IPv6
|
|
01 000010
|
LOWPAN_HC1
|
|
01 000011
|
Reserved
|
|
...
|
Reserved
|
|
01 001111
|
Reserved
|
|
01 010000
|
LOWPAN_BC0
|
|
01 010001
|
AID REQUEST
|
|
01 010010
|
AID REPLY
|
|
01 010011
|
AID DELETE
|
|
01 010100
|
LoWPAN_GCHC
|
|
...
|
Reserved
|
|
01 111110
|
Reserved
|
|
01 111111
|
ESC
|
|
10 xxxxxx
|
MESH
|
|
11 000xxx
|
FRAG1
|
|
11 001000
|
Reserved
|
|
...
|
Reserved
|
|
11 011111
|
Reserved
|
|
11 100xxx
|
FRAGN
|
|
11 101000
|
Reserved
|
|
...
|
Reserved
|
|
11 111111
|
Reserved
|
+-----------------------------------------+
Figure 5: Dispatch Value Bit Pattern
AID REQUEST : Specifies that the frame is an AID request frame.
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AID RESPONSE : Specifies that the frame is an AID response frame.
AID DELETE : Specifies that frame is an AID delete frame.
LOWPAN_GCHC : Specifies that following header is a LOWPAN_GCHC
compressed IPV6 header.

5.1. AID REQUEST frame
In case that the node in 6LowPAN needs a new IPV6 connection with the
external node in IPV6 network, the node must send AID REQUEST frame
to the gateway. The source address and destination address must set
to its source address and the destination address of the external
node respectively. To get new source AID and destination AID, both
AID must be set to zero. The format of AID REQUEST frame is in Figure
6.
+-------------------------------------------------------------------+
| 01010001 | Src.address | Src.AID(2) | Dst.Address | Dst. AID(2) |
|
|
(16)
|
0x0000
|
(16)
|
0x0000
|
+-------------------------------------------------------------------+
Figure 6: AID REQUEST frame format

5.2. AID REPLY frame
As the response of AID REPLY frame, the gateway must reply to the
node in 6LowPAN by sending AID REPLY frame. In case of AID REPLY
frame, the frame must be sent to the node in 6LowPAN from the gateway.
The gateway must assign unique values as the values of source AID and
destination AID. How to calculate and decide the values of the source
AID and the destination AID is out of scope except that 1 byte is
used for identifying each node in IEEE 802.15.4 and the other 1 byte
is used for identifying the external IPV6 node connected with the
node of IEEE 802.15.4. AID REPLY frame format is in the Figure 7.
+-------------------------------------------------------------------+
|01010000| Src.address | Src.AID | Dst.Address |
Dst. AID
|
|
|
(16)
|
(2)
|
(16)
|
(2)
|
+-------------------------------------------------------------------+
Figure 7: AID REPLY frame format
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5.3. AID DELETE frame
The node in 6LowPAN must send AID DELETE frame to the gateway. After
the node in 6LowPAN disconnected to the Global IPV6 node, it must
send AID DELETE frame to the gateway to inform not to use the values
any longer. The format of AID DELETE frame is in the Figure 8.
+------------------------------------------------------------------+
|01010011|Src. Address(16)|Src. ADI(2)|Dst. Address(16)|Dst. AID(2)|
+------------------------------------------------------------------+
Figure 8: AID DELETE frame format

5.4. LOWPAN_GCHC frame
After AID assignment, LOWPAN_GCHC frame indicates that the following
header is encoded using AID values. The LOWPAN_GCHC encoding utilizes
4 octets, 2 of which is source AID and 2 of which is Destination AID.
Any information from the uncompressed IPv6 header fields is carried
in-line following the LOWPAN_GCHC encoding. The format of LOWPAN_GCHC
is in the Figure 9.
+------------------------------------------------------------------+
|01010100|Src. AID(2)|Dst. ADI(2)|
In-line IPv6 Header Fields
|
+------------------------------------------------------------------+
Figure 9: LOWPAN_GCHC frame format

6. Formal Syntax
The following syntax specification uses the augmented Backus-Naur
Form (BNF) as described in RFC-2234 [RFC2234].

7. Security Considerations
TBD
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8. IANA Considerations
TBD
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Introduction
RFC 4994 [RFC4944] defines an adaptation layer (6LoWPAN) that enables
the transmission of IPv6 packets over IEEE 802.15.4 media. However,
traditional IPv6 Neighbor Discovery [RFC4861] has proved to be
unsuitable for IEEE 802.15.4 links due to its physical and link-layer
properties, and to the nature of the target devices 6LoWPAN is
intended for. For these reasons, the IETF 6LoWPAN working group
suggested a number of improvements/changes to [RFC4861] in
draft-ietf-6lowpan-nd [I-D.ietf-6lowpan-nd] in order to adapt
traditional IPv6 Neighbor Discovery for 6LoWPAN networks. Although
these modifications allow for a more efficient use of each 6LoWPAN
node’s resources, they cause Neighbor Discovery for IPv6 to be
incompatible with this modified version. This incompatibility
represents an important constraint for the integration of 6LoWPAN
into existing IPv6 networks since it precludes the coexistence of
FFDs and 6LoWPAN nodes (6LNs) within the same network link.
This document provides guidelines to overcome this problem, by
specifying the proxy operations required to enable transparent
communication between FFDs and 6LNs within the same link. It is
important to note that the operation described here neither requires
modifications to the ND protocol nor human intervention, while
permitting each type of device to achieve the maximum benefits of its
particular Neighbor Discovery protocol.
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Terminology

The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT",
"SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this
document are to be interpreted as described in RFC 2119 [RFC2119].
This document requires readers to be familiar with terms and concepts
described in [RFC5942], [RFC4861], [RFC4862], [RFC4919], [RFC4944],
and [I-D.ietf-6lowpan-nd]. For clarity reasons, a short description
of these terms and their corresponding abbreviations is given below.
Note that some of these terms override their definitions in the above
mentioned documents.
6LP-GW

6LoWPAN Proxy-Gateway. The logic in charge of performing
the operations described in this document, grouped as a
functional unit. Note that this logic can be implemented
in different ways (for example as a separate device or as
part of any existing device with forwarding
capabilities), as long as at least the two required
interfaces (IEEE 802.15.4 and IEEE 802.3) are available.

LLN

Low-power and Lossy Network [RFC5867].

IPv6-ND

IPv6 Neighbor Discovery protocol [RFC4861].

6LoWPAN-ND

6LoWPAN Neighbor Discovery protocol
[I-D.ietf-6lowpan-nd].

ND

Neighbor Discovery protocol, either 6LoWPAN-ND or IPv6-ND
[RFC4861], [I-D.ietf-6lowpan-nd].

ARO

Address Registration option [I-D.ietf-6lowpan-nd].

ABRO

Authoritative Border Router option [I-D.ietf-6lowpan-nd].

6CO

6LoWPAN Context option [I-D.ietf-6lowpan-nd].

PIO

Prefix Information option [RFC4861].

SLLAO

Source Link-Layer Address option [RFC4861].

TLLAO

Target Link-Layer Address option [RFC4861].

6LR

An intermediate router in the LoWPAN that communicates
with other 6LoWPAN routers in the same LoWPAN. 6LoWPAN
routers are present only in route-over topologies
[I-D.ietf-6lowpan-nd].
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6LBR

A border router located at the junction of separate
6LoWPAN networks or between a 6LoWPAN network and another
IP network. There may be one or more 6LBRs at the
6LoWPAN network boundary. A 6LBR is the responsible
authority for IPv6 Prefix propagation for the 6LoWPAN
network it is serving. An isolated LoWPAN also contains
a 6LBR in the network, which provides the prefix(es) for
the isolated network [I-D.ietf-6lowpan-nd].

6R

6LoWPAN Router, either a 6LR or 6LBR.

6LH

6LoWPAN Host, in contrast with a 6R.

6LN

A 6LoWPAN Node is any host or router participating in a
LoWPAN. This term is used when referring to situations
in which either a 6LH or 6R can play the role described
[I-D.ietf-6lowpan-nd].

RR

Regular IPv6 router, in contrast with a 6R

Router

Either a RR or 6R

Link

A network segment within which all nodes
prefix and communication at the IP layer
addresses is possible, regardless of the
addresses or the number of hops required
communication.

1.2.

share the same
using link-local
nature of such
for such

Assumptions

[I-D.ietf-6lowpan-nd] states that the IPv6-ND protocol optimizations
it introduces are compatible with both mesh-under and route-over
topologies. The guidelines described here do not affect this
compatibility, therefore no assumptions regarding topology will be
made unless specifically specified. However, section 3 describes
some features that may be of special interest for implementations in
the case of route-over topologies.
The link-layer scenario considered here consists only of IEEE
802.15.4 and IEEE 802.3 links. However, the techniques described
here may also be applicable to other types of media as long as IPv6ND is used in one segment while 6LoWPAN-ND is used in the other, but
further considerations of such media are out of the scope of this
document.
For the same reasons, the mechanisms described here may be used for
interconnecting more than two link-layer media, but this is also out
of the scope of the present document. Thus for the remainder of this
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document, only a two port device with one interface being IEEE 802.3
and the other interface being IEEE 802.15.4 will be explicitly
considered. As noted earlier, the 6LP-GW logic could be integrated
in a router.
The term "MAC address" will be used indiscriminately in the present
document, referring to both 64-bit (IEEE 802.15.4) and 48-bit (IEEE
802.3) MAC addresses since there is an IEEE defined direct mapping
from 48-bit MAC addresses to 64-bit addresses [EUI-64].
Due to the nature of the 6LP-GW, the availability of a forwarding
mechanism between the two interfaces is assumed. However, there is
no assumption regarding this forwarding mechanism, which could be
implemented at either layer 2 or 3. Note that, the choice of this
forwarding mechanism, need not impose a specific network topology as
long as it is applied properly.
6LoWPAN supports different compression mechanisms which may be used
or not. This document does not make any assumption regarding
compression. However, if compression is used, the 6LP-GW will be
responsible for compressing and decompressing packets as required.
Some of the new features 6LoWPAN-ND introduces are defined in
[I-D.ietf-6lowpan-nd] as optional. The treatment of such optional
features is also considered optional in this document, but the
implementation of such features would be required if they are
implemented and used in the 6LoWPAN network.
This memo assumes the presence of (at least) one IPv6 router (RR)
having (at least) one IPv6 address. The 6LP-GW is assumed to keep
track of the IPv6 address(es) of the RR(s) in order to properly
receive packets directed to the RR(s) or generate packets on behalf
of the RR(s). However, how to carry out this RR-address tracking is
beyond the scope of this document (although some advice is provided
in section 2.6.2).
1.3.

Application scenario

The scenario proposed here assumes that the 6LP-GW is placed at some
point between a RR and a 6LoWPAN network. The 6LP-GW extends the
RR’s functionality by adding an IEEE 802.15.4 interface in addition
to the RR’s existing interfaces (typically IEEE 803.3 and IEEE
802.11). This added interface, together with the forwarding and
proxy mechanisms logically turns the RR into a 6LBR, enabling 6LoWPAN
devices to share the same network segment as any other FFD, without
requiring any further special treatment. Therefore the 6LP-GW MUST
perform all the operations necessary to enable ordinary IPv6 hosts to
communicate with 6LoWPAN hosts and vice versa. Figure 1 illustrates
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a possible application scenario.
+------------+
|
|
|
eth0+-- IEEE 802.3
((( V
|
|
|
|
...|
V ))) IEEE 802.15.4
+--(6LN)
|
| +--------+ |
|
ethN+--+ 6LP-GW +--+
((( V
|
| +--------+
|
|
|
+--(6LN)
|
RR
| V ))) IEEE 802.11
((( v
|
| |
|
|
w0+--+
+--(6LN)
|
|
+------------+
Figure 1: 6LP-GW Application Scenario
2.

6LP-GW Operations
The operations described in this section are considered the minimum
required for correct behavior of the 6LP-GW (and thus, the whole
network segment). However, section 3 explains some optional features
that may be of interest for particular applications.

2.1.

6LP-GW Operational Overview

To enable the operations described above ND packets reaching the
6LP-GW MUST be processed, modified, and, in some cases, hijacked.
The 6LP-GW together with the RR will be seen from the 6LoWPAN side as
a 6LBR. In contrast, from the IPv6 side, it is impossible to
distinguish between FFDs and 6LoWPAN nodes.
Regarding forwarding, an appropriate MAC translation mechanism MUST
be applied when required, since IEEE 802.15.4 MAC addresses are 64
bits long while IEEE 802.3 MAC addresses are 48 bits long. Note that
the 6LP-GW is invisible for any of the link segments it
internetworks, meaning that it does not need to have either an IPv6
address or a MAC address. Of course the device MAY have an IPv6
address and MAC address associated with an interface, this could be
used for management of the device (including loading new software
into it), but this functionality lies outside the scope of this
document. Additionally, decompression and compression are performed
by the 6LP-GW on incoming and outgoing packets when appropriate.
Note also that the proxy mechanisms described below consider only the
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case of packets traversing from one segment to the other. The 6LP-GW
SHOULD NOT forward unicast packets directed to the same segment they
came from, unless the optional routing feature described in section
3.2.3 is implemented.
In addition, some ND options (mainly SLLAO and TLLAO) will require
extra processing in order to translate from 48-bit MAC addresses into
64-bit MAC addresses and vice-versa, depending on which segment the
packets containing these options originate from. This translation
MUST occur whenever a ND option contains a link-layer address.
In all cases, validity checks of the incoming ND messages SHOULD be
performed as specified in the corresponding ND document or draft.
The specific way to process a ND message will depend on which segment
it originates from.
2.2.

6LP-GW Initialization

In addition to the data structures required for the chosen forwarding
mechanism, the 6LP-GW MUST maintain a Neighbor Cache (NC) just as if
it were a 6LR (or 6LBR). The maintenance procedures for this cache
extend those described in [I-D.ietf-6lowpan-nd]. This means that the
6LP-GW MUST create/refresh entries when receiving Neighbor
Solicitation messages (NS) and it MUST also remove Neighbor Cache
Entries (NCEs) when the registration lifetime expires. Receiving an
ARO with zero lifetime will cause the 6LP-GW to immediately delete
the corresponding NCE.
In addition, every NCE MUST contain an ARO-pending flag and a
Duplicate Address Detection (DAD) timer, whose meanings will be
explained later in this section. In case context-based header
compression is used [I-D.ietf-6lowpan-hc], the 6LP-GW SHOULD also
perform context information maintenance and dissemination just as if
it were a 6LBR. At bootstrapping, the 6LP-GW initializes all the
data structures needed to create and maintain both NC and Context
information. Note that an implementation MAY merge together the
chosen forwarding mechanism and NC maintenance.
2.3.

Processing Neighbor Solicitation Messages

Neighbor Solicitation messages that reach the 6LP-GW may have
originated for different purposes. The appropriate way to process
them depends on this purpose and it will differ depending on their
origin and their structure. We will consider those originating in
the IEEE 802.15.4 segment in section 2.3.1 and those originating in
the IEEE 802.3 segment in section 2.3.2.
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NS Messages Originating in IEEE 802.15.4 Segment

The processing of the three different types of NS messages that can
arrive at the 6LP-GW from the IEEE 802.15.4 segment is defined in the
paragraphs below.
2.3.1.1.

Multicast NS

A multicast NS can only be sent for the purpose of address
resolution. While 6LoWPAN hosts (6LHs) do not perform it, 6Rs MAY do
address resolution and therefore this type of NS SHOULD be forwarded
unchanged to the IEEE 802.3 interface (with the appropriate MAC
translation).
2.3.1.2.

Unicast NS not Containing an ARO Option

As defined in [RFC4861], unicast NSs without ARO are sent as probes
to test for reachability. Considering that 6LHs do not maintain NCEs
for other hosts, but only for 6Rs, it is unlikely that any 6LH sends
a unicast NS to any node other than a 6R. However, nothing in [ID.ietf-6lowpan-nd] precludes 6Rs from sending this type of message to
any kind of node. Therefore, a unicast NS message not containing an
ARO option MUST be forwarded to the IEEE 802.3 interface unchanged
(apart from the appropriate MAC translation) so that it can be
processed and responded to by the recipient as defined in [RFC4861]
(if the originator of the NS was a 6LH, the recipient will be the RR,
if it was a 6R, the recipient could be any node).
2.3.1.3.

Unicast NS Containing an ARO Option

Unicast NS messages containing an ARO option are sent as part of the
registration procedure. As these messages are only sent to 6Rs, and
the 6LP-GW together with the RR is seen as a 6LBR, it is likely that
the 6LP-GW will receive such messages having as their destination
IPv6 address the RR’s IPv6 address.
Therefore, the 6LP-GW MUST perform the normal operations of a 6R when
receiving this type of messages directed to the RR, i.e., the NS
message MUST be processed as specified in section 6.5 of
[I-D.ietf-6lowpan-nd] in terms of validity checking and NC
maintenance, but with some differences as will be explained below.
If the IPv6 destination address of the NS message including an ARO
does not match the RR’s IPv6 address, then the packet MUST be
discarded. If, for some reason, the RR’s IPv6 address is unknown
when the NS arrives, then the packet MUST also be discarded.
At this point it is important to note two issues that can impact
design decisions:
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o

Unicast NS messages sent for address registration also have the
purpose of performing reachability detection (generally referred
to as network unreachability detection-NUD) to determine the
reachability of the router [I-D.ietf-6lowpan-nd].

o

As the 48-bit EUI space is a subset of the 64-bit EUI space, the
64-to-48 bit MAC address mapping can lead to duplicate addresses.
Therefore, the 6LP-GW MUST perform DAD on behalf of 6LoWPAN nodes
when registering addresses.

For the above reasons, the 6LP-GW MUST perform not only the
registration procedure, but also perform both DAD (in the IPv6-ND way
on the IEEE 802.3 interface) and NUD; with both DAD and NUD performed
on behalf of the 6LoWPAN node that is trying to register its address.
In order to perform DAD, the 6LP-GW MUST send a NS, formatted as
explained in [RFC4862]. The target address of this NS will be the
address being registered and the destination address will be the
Solicited-node multicast address of this address. For NUD, the NS
message originated in the IEEE 802.15.4 segment MUST be forwarded to
the IEEE 802.3 segment, so a subsequent Neighbor Advertisement
message (NA) response confirms the reachability of the router.
However, DAD is an expensive process as waiting for messages that are
not going to receive responses can only be terminated by a timeout
[VATMAG98] and it can not be performed in parallel with NUD due to
the risk of duplicate addresses. As waiting for both to complete
sequentially may delay the autoconfiguration process too much, it is
RECOMMENDED to perform DAD only upon registration and then, NUD upon
re-registration. Figure 3 describes the registration procedure and
section 2.3.1.4 details the DAD process.
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+-----------+
|Unicast NS |
|with valid |
|ARO & SLLAO|
+-----------+
|
|
V
/ \
/ \
/
\
/
\
+----------+
/ NCE \ N
/Space \ N
|Respond NA|
\Exists?/---------->\in NCE?/----->|with ARO. |
\
/
\
/
|status = 2|
\ /
\ /
+----------+
|
|
| Y
| Y
V
V
/ \
+-----------+
/
\
|Create NCE.|
N / Same \
|ARO-pending|
+------------\EUI-64?/
|flag = 1. |
|
\
/
|NCE state =|
|
\ /
|TENTATIVE |
|
|
+-----------+
|
| Y
|
V
V
V
+-----------+ +----------------+ +----------------+
|Respond NA | |Refresh Lifetime| |Multicast NS for|
|with ARO. | |ARO-pending
| |DAD in the IEEE |
|status = 1 | |flag = 1.Forward| |802.3 segment. |
|(duplicate)| |NS to IEEE 802.3| |Start DAD timer |
|
| |segment
| |
|
+-----------+ +----------------+ +----------------+
Figure 2: NS with ARO Processing
Optionally, it is possible to speed-up the registration procedure by
performing DAD upon reception of the first Router Solicitation (RS)
message (RS-triggered DAD), instead of delaying it until receiving a
NS. This feature adds some complexity as will be explained in
section 3.2.1.
Considering all of the above, upon receipt of a NS message containing
valid ARO and a SLLAO options, the 6LP-GW MUST behave as follows (see
figure 3).
The 6LP-GW searches its NC for a NCE with same IPv6 address as the
IPv6 source address of the incoming NS message; if no matching NCE is
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found, then the 6LP-GW creates a new NCE for the node being
registered. If there is no space left in the NC, then the
registration fails and the 6LP-GW generates a NA including an ARO
with status = 2, as specified in section 6.5.2 of
[I-D.ietf-6lowpan-nd]. If there is space available in the NC, then a
new entry is created with a state value of TENTATIVE and the
ARO-pending flag is set to 1. In this final case a NA is not
generated in response, but rather the 6LP-GW performs DAD on the IEEE
802.3 segment on behalf of the node that is trying to register,
similar to section 5.4 of [RFC4862]. This DAD process is detailed in
the next section (2.3.1.4).
If there is a matching NCE, then if the NCE MAC address encoded in
EUI-64 differs from the MAC address present in the EUI-64 field of
the ARO, the address is a duplicate and the 6LP-GW must generate and
send a NA message including an ARO with status = 1 (duplicate), as
specified in section 6.5.2 of [I-D.ietf-6lowpan-nd}. If the EUI-64
is the same as present in the ARO and the NCE state is REGISTERED,
then this is the case of a re-registration and, therefore, the
ARO-pending flag must be set to 1, the registration lifetime must be
refreshed, and the received NS message MUST be forwarded to the IEEE
802.3 segment in order to perform NUD (note that the NA message
produced in response will be intercepted later - see section 2.4.2).
A special case could happen if a 6LN whose registration is in
progress (i.e., it has sent a NS with an ARO but the DAD procedure
has not completed, hence no NA has been sent in response yet) sends a
second NS with ARO. This situation happens if there is a matching
NCE, with the same EUI-64, but the NCE state is TENTATIVE. In this
case the 6LP-GW SHOULD simply discard the NS with ARO.
Note that in some cases of the above procedure, the 6LP-GW responds
with NAs on behalf of the RR. Therefore, for every packet being
generated in the 6LP-GW in this situation, the Router flag MUST be 1
and the IPv6 source address MUST be the IPv6 address of the RR
attached to the 6LP-GW. This address already should be known due to
the previous RS and RA exchange.
It is also important to note that TENTATIVE entries MUST be timed out
TENTATIVE_NCE_LIFETIME seconds after their creation in order to leave
space in the NC for other hosts, as specified in
[I-D.ietf-6lowpan-nd].
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Performing DAD on Behalf of 6LoWPAN Nodes

DAD SHOULD be performed as specified in [RFC4862] and this
specification assumes the existence of the variables RetransTimer
(defined in [RFC4861]) and DupAddrDetectTransmits (defined in
[RFC4862]). Figure 3 illustrates the DAD operation described in this
section.
The 6LP-GW MUST maintain a DAD timer for each NCE in the NC. A DAD
timer will be started when the corresponding NS is sent. If no NA is
received before the expiration of RetransTimer, then the 6LP-GW will
either send another NS or end the DAD process, depending on the value
of DupAddrDetectTransmits.
If the DAD process completes successfully (i.e., no duplicate
instance of this address is detected), then the 6LP-GW changes the
state of the corresponding NCE to REGISTERED, and sets the
ARO-pending flag to 0. In addition, the information contained in the
NCE will be used to generate and send a NA message with an ARO option
with status = 0 (success).
If DAD failed, then a NA with ARO option and status = 1 (duplicate)
MUST be generated and sent to the node (in the IEEE 802.15.4 segment)
that originated the registration request. This message MUST be sent
as specified in section 6.5.2 of [I-D.ietf-6lowpan-nd]. After
sending this message, the NCE can be deleted. Note that
implementations MAY mark the NCE for deletion and then delete it in
next stage in order to avoid race conditions instead of deleting it
immediately.
Note also that, when using the (optional) RS-triggered DAD, neither
the response will be sent or the NCE will be deleted when DAD
completes unless a NS with an ARO option arrives at the 6LP-GW.
Section 3.2.1 will explain this behavior in detail.
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+---------------------+
|Send multicast NS for|
|DAD in the IEEE 802.3|
|segment.
|
|Start DAD timer
|
+---------------------+
|
|
V
/ \
/NA in\
+----------+
/response Y
|
|
+--->\to DAD?/------->|DAD failed|
|
\
/
|
|
|
\ /
+----------+
|
|
|
|
| N
|
|
V
V
|
/ \
+------------+
|
/ DAD \
|Send NA with|
| N / timer \
|ARO.
|
+----\expired?
|status = 1 |
\
/
|(duplicate) |
\ /
+------------+
|
|
| Y
|
V
V
+-------------+
+----------+
|
|
|
|
|DAD succeeded|
|Delete NCE|
|
|
|
|
+-------------+
+----------+
|
|
V
+----------------------+
|Send NA with ARO.
|
|status = 0.
|
|NCE state = REGISTERED|
|ARO-pending flag = 0 |
+----------------------+
Figure 3: DAD performed on behalf of 6LoWPAN nodes. The diagram
illustrates the process assuming DupAddrDetectTransmits = 1.
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NS Messages Originating in IEEE 802.3 Segment

As stated in [RFC4861] and [RFC4862], two different types of NS may
arrive to the IEEE 802.3 interface: unicast and multicast NSs. These
messages can be sent with three different purposes: Address
Resolution, NUD, or DAD.
For Address Resolution or DAD, the NS messages are sent to the
Solicited-node multicast address, while for NUD, the NS messages are
unicast.
6LoWPAN hosts (6LHs) should respond to the unicast NS messages, but
as they do not join the Solicited-node multicast group, hence do not
listen to the Solicited-node multicast address and, therefore, they
will not respond to these multicast NS messages. In contrast,
6LoWPAN Routers (6Rs) do join the Solicited-node multicast group
(hence they listen to the Solicited-node multicast address) and thus
they should do respond to both, unicast and multicast NS messages.
Note here that the 6LP-GW is aware of every node that is currently
reachable in the IEEE 802.15.4 segment due to the registration
process.
2.3.2.1.

Unicast NS

Unicast NS messages are sent for NUD. These messages MAY be
forwarded unchanged (except for the appropriate MAC translation) to
the IEEE 802.15.4 segment in order that the target nodes could
respond to the NS with a NA. However, as 6LoWPAN nodes are
registered with the 6LP-GW, the information contained in its NC is a
priori sufficient to generate the response on behalf of the target
nodes. Thus, the 6LP-GW SHOULD generate this response so that the
wireless nodes save energy as they neither need to receive nor send
the NS and NA messages, respectively. It is important to note that
6LoWPAN nodes only register non-link-local addresses with routers;
thus, if the incoming NS’s destination address is a link-local
address, the 6LP-GW SHOULD generate a link-local (EUI-64-based) IPv6
address for every different EUI-64 address stored in its NC in order
to compare it against the destination address of the incoming NS
prior to send the corresponding response.
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Multicast NS

Multicast NSs are sent to perform Address Resolution or DAD. These
messages invoke responses from 6Rs, but not from 6LHs (since as noted
above 6LHs do not join the Solicited-node multicast group). The
6LP-GW may be aware of which entries in its NC correspond to 6Rs due
to previously intercepted NA (Router flag) or RA messages and thus,
the 6LP-GW MAY forward these multicast NS messages only to these 6Rs
(and behave as specified below for hosts). However, this approach is
unreliable since it requires that all 6R nodes have previously sent
at least one NA or RA message.
As result a similar approach as used for unicast NS messages is
RECOMMENDED, i.e., for every multicast NS message arriving on the
IEEE 802.3 interface, the 6LP-GW SHOULD generate an appropriate NA in
response (if required), according to the contents of its NC, as
follows.
If the target address present in the NS is not a link-local address,
then the 6LP-GW MUST search for it in the NC. If the target address
is a link-local address, then a link-local (EUI-64 based) address
MUST be generated for each NCE present in the NC (according to the
link layer address present in the NCEs, according to [RFC4944] and
compared to the target address of the incoming NS (since link-local
addresses are not registered with 6Rs).
If there is a matching NCE whose state is REGISTERED (regardless of
the nature of the target address), then the 6LP-GW MUST generate a NA
message in response and send it through the IEEE 802.3 interface.
Such an NA message is generated based on the contents of the
corresponding NCE, mainly as specified in section 7.2.4 of [RFC4861]:
o

If the source address of the NS is the unspecified address, then
the destination IPv6 address MUST be the all-nodes multicast
address. Otherwise, the destination address MUST be the source
address of the NS.

o

The target address of the NA MUST be copied from the NS message.

o

The Router flag SHOULD be set to the NCE’s isRouter flag value
unless the optional feature described in section 3.2.4 is
implemented (in that case the isRouter flag will always be zero).

o

If the source of the NS is the unspecified address, the node MUST
set the Solicited flag to zero. Otherwise the Solicited flag MUST
be set to 1.
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o

The Override flag SHOULD be set to 1, as RECOMMENDED for this case
in section 7.2.4 of [RFC4861].

o

The NA MUST include a TLLAO containing the link-layer address of
the node in the NCE, since the 6LP-GW is sending this message "on
behalf" of a node receiving a multicast NS message.

If there is a matching NCE whose state is TENTATIVE, then the 6LP-GW
MUST NOT respond with a NA [RFC4862] section 5.4.3. If the source
IPV6 address of the NS is not the unspecified address, then the NS
has been sent for address resolution and SHOULD be discarded. If the
source address of the NS is the unspecified address, then the sender
is trying to configure a duplicate address. If no NS for DAD has
been sent yet on behalf of the corresponding 6LN, the 6LP-GW SHOULD
generate a NA including an ARO option with status value = 1, send it
to the corresponding 6LN whose address is in the NCE, and delete the
NCE.
2.4.

Processing Neighbor Advertisement Messages

NA messages are typically generated in response to NS messages. This
section specifies the required processing of the different types of
NA messages that may arrive at the 6LP-GW.
2.4.1.

NA Messages Originating in IEEE 802.15.4 Segment

NA messages may arrive on the IEEE 802.15.4 interface for different
purposes. Regardless of the nature of the incoming NA, the 6LP-GW
SHOULD update the isRouter flag in the NCE matching the source
address of this NA message and forward the NA message to the IEEE
802.3 interface.
Note that if the recommendation proposed in section 2.3.2.2 is
followed, then 6LoWPAN nodes will be unlikely to send NA messages in
response to NS messages coming from the IEEE 802.3 segment (as the
6LP-GW will not have forwarded the NS to them, hence they do not need
to respond).
2.4.2.

NA Messages Originating in IEEE 802.3 Segment

NA messages originating in the IEEE 802.3 segment can arrive at the
6LP-GW for different reasons, depending on whether they are unicast
or multicast.
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Unicast NA

A unicast NA message could only be originated as result of a unicast
NS message sent from the IEEE 802.15.4 segment. The original NS
message could be either a probe sent for reachability confirmation or
part of the registration process.
In order to distinguish between these two cases, if the source IPv6
address of the NA is the IPv6 address of the RR, then the 6LP-GW
searches its NC for a NCE matching the destination address of the NA.
If a matching entry having the ARO-pending flag set to 1 is found,
then the incoming NA is the final part of the registration process of
a node. In this case, the ARO-pending flag MUST be set to 0 and the
NA forwarded (with the appropriate MAC translation) to the IEEE
802.15.4 interface. If the NCE state is other than REGISTERED, it
MUST be set to REGISTERED. In addition, an ARO option containing a
status value of 0 MUST be appended to the NA before forwarding it to
the IEEE 802.15.4 interface.
If the IPv6 source address of the NA is other than the IPv6 address
of the RR, or if the NCE matching the destination IPv6 address of the
NA has its ARO-pending flag set to 0, then the NA message SHOULD be
forwarded unchanged (except for the appropriate MAC translation)
since it is responding to a NS sent for NUD.
If no NCE matching the search criteria is found, the message SHOULD
be discarded.
2.4.2.2.

Multicast NA

Multicast NA messages that may arrive to the 6LP-GW on the IEEE 802.3
interface originated either for quick information propagation (if the
link-layer address of the sender changed) or as a response to a NS
sent for DAD (meaning that there is a duplicate).
If the target address in the NA message corresponds to a NCE whose
state is TENTATIVE, then DAD failed for that NCE. In this case, the
6LP-GW will generate a new NA on behalf of the RR it is attached to,
with an ARO option containing a status value of 1. This packet MUST
be sent on the IEEE 802.15.4 interface according to
[I-D.ietf-6lowpan-nd] section 6.5.2.
If there is no TENTATIVE NCE whose IPv6 address matches the target,
then this packet was sent for quick information propagation and it
SHOULD be discarded due to its minor importance for 6LoWPAN nodes.
However, implementations MAY forward this type of message unchanged
(except for the appropriate MAC translation) so that 6LNs can update
their NCs quickly.
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Processing RS Messages

In IPv6-ND, RS messages are sent during bootstrapping and they are
mainly multicast; hence the IPv6 source address MAY be the
unspecified address and the SLLAO SHOULD be included when the IPv6
source address is not the unspecified address as specified in
[RFC4861]. In contrast, [I-D.ietf-6lowpan-nd] specifies that routers
are not required to send periodic RA messages, therefore, hosts will
send RS messages in order to maintain their prefixes and registration
lifetimes; these RS will be unicast (unless the link-layer address of
the router is not known) and MUST include the SLLAO option.
Note that the whole network bootstrapping process can be optimized by
extending the processing of RS messages as proposed in section 3.2.1.
2.5.1.

RS Originating in IEEE 802.15.4 Segment

RS messages originating in the IEEE 802.15.4 segment may be unicast
or multicast, but they MUST include a SLLAO option so that the router
can always respond with a unicast RA. If for any reason a RS message
arriving at the 6LP-GW does not include a SLLAO option, that message
MUST be discarded. As, RRs on the IEEE 802.3 segment can process
these messages without requiring any special treatment from the
6LP-GW, RS messages from the IEEE 802.15.4 segment MUST forwarded
unchanged (except for the appropriate MAC translation).
2.5.2.

RS Originating in IEEE 802.3 Segment

RS messages coming from the IEEE 802.3 segment will be silently
discarded if the source address is the unspecified address. If no
SLLAO option is included, then the 6LP-PG will modify the RS by
appending a SLLAO option with the link-layer address of the
originator of the RS prior to forward it to the IEEE 802.15.4
segment. Note that the ICMPv6 checksum will need to be recalculated.
Section 3.2.4 describes an alternative treatment of these messages
that may be of interest for certain applications.
2.6.

Processing RA Messages

If optional 6LoWPAN features such as the use of the ABRO or 6CO
options are enabled, then the treatment of RA messages is as detailed
in section 3.1, otherwise, the processing of RAs is performed as
follows.
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RA Messages Originating in IEEE 802.15.4 Segment

RA messages originating in the IEEE 802.15.4 segment MAY be forwarded
untouched (except for the appropriate MAC translation).
2.6.2.

RA Messages Originating in IEEE 802.3 Segment

As seen in previous sections, there are several situations where the
6LP-GW needs to send messages on behalf of the RR. As RAs
originating in the IEEE 802.3 segment are necessarily sent by the RR,
the 6LP-GW SHOULD save both, the source MAC address and the source
IPv6 address of such RA messages for subsequent use. Note here that
the RR may have more than one IPv6 address and/or MAC address and
therefore, when saving these RR’s addresses the 6LP-GW SHOULD perform
some out-of-scope management on such addresses in order to ensure
both, that the addresses do not reach an obsolete state, and that
they are not unnecessarily overwritten when RAs are sent from a
different source address.
Apart from performing the proper management of source MAC and IPv6
addresses, RAs originating in the IEEE 802.3 segment SHOULD be
forwarded to the IEEE 802.15.4 interface, with the following
considerations:
o

[RFC4861] states that a RR MAY unicast solicited RAs when the
corresponding RS’s source address is not the unspecified address,
but the usual case is to multicast these RAs to the all-nodes
multicast address. While no harm can result from forwarding these
multicast messages (i.e., they will reach their destination and
accomplish their purpose), one of the main goals of
[I-D.ietf-6lowpan-nd] is to reduce multicast traffic. Therefore
implementations MAY choose to add a flag to the NCEs (awaiting-RA)
in order to mark NCEs soliciting RAs (upon receiving RSs from
those 6LNs, and prior to forward these RSs, as specified in
section 2.5.1) so that the 6LP-GW can change the destination
address of RAs to the address of the 6LN in the marked NCE. Since
RRs MUST delay the sending of RAs and they MAY send one RA to
respond to several RSs [RFC4861], if more than one 6LN is marked
as "awaiting-RA", then the 6LP-GW MUST send a unicast RA per
marked NCE, clearing the NCEs’ "awaiting-RA" flag when dispatching
the corresponding RA.

o

6Rs only need to send periodic RAs if they choose to distribute
prefix and/or context information across a route-over topology
(see section 3.1.1). In contrast, RRs will send unsolicited
periodic RAs as specified in [RFC4861]. If optional context or
prefix distribution is performed, these RA messages SHOULD be
forwarded (applying the corresponding processing, as mentioned
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above and/or in section 3.1) to the IEEE 802.15.4 segment. If no
optional context or prefix distribution is performed, then an
implementation MAY filter out these periodic RA messages (for
example, using the "awaiting-RA" flag in NCEs, so that the RA is
discarded if no NCE with this flag set is present in the NC).
o

According to [I-D.ietf-6lowpan-nd], the SLLAO option MUST be
included in the RA message. However, this option MAY be omitted
in RAs sent by RRs, as stated in [RFC4861], therefore the 6LP-GW
MUST include this option in RA messages originating in the IEEE
802.3 segment that do not contain a SLLAO option, prior to forward
them to the IEEE 802.15.4 segment.

o

All prefixes other than the link-local (FE80::) prefix are assumed
to be off-link in 6LoWPAN-ND and 6LoWPAN hosts will ignore any PIO
option whose ’L’ (on-link) flag is set ([I-D.ietf-6lowpan-nd]
sections 5.4 and 5.7 respectively). However, RRs usually
advertise global prefixes with the ’L’ flag set in the PIO option
within the local network. Considering that the PIO option in RA
messages is the only way hosts have to acquire a global address
(in the absence of other mechanisms such as DHCPv6 for address
configuration) and that the same prefix which is considered to be
on-link in the IEEE 802.3 segment is assumed to be off-link in the
IEEE 802.15.4 segment, the 6LP-GW MUST always clear this ’L’ flag
in the PIO option for every RA originating in the IEEE 802.3
segment and directed to the IEEE 802.15.4 segment.

Note that inclusion of a new SLLAO option or the modification of the
PIO option necessitates recomputation of ICMPv6 checksum.
2.7.

Processing a Redirect

According to [I-D.ietf-6lowpan-nd], redirects are not used by
6LoWPAN-ND in route-over topologies, but they MAY be used in
mesh-under topologies. Therefore, these messages SHOULD be forwarded
unchanged, regardless of the incoming interface. Some
implementations MAY provide mechanisms for manual configuration
allowing the user to disable the forwarding of Redirect messages in
route-over topologies.
3.

Optional Features

3.1.

Processing of Optional 6LoWPAN-ND Features

This section describes the operations required to process the
features defined as "optional" in [I-D.ietf-6lowpan-nd].
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Multihop Prefix and Context Distribution

Despite the 6CO and ABRO options being described as optional
features, their processing by the 6LP-GW is RECOMMENDED. While 6CO
provides for context-based compression ([I-D.ietf-6lowpan-hc]), ABRO
is mandatory for this context dissemination across route-over
topologies.
Both options SHOULD be included by the 6LP-GW (one ABRO and one or
more 6COs) in RA messages addressed to the IEEE 802.15.4 segment. In
order to do so, the 6LP-GW MUST behave similarly to the description
in [I-D.ietf-6lowpan-nd] sections 7 and 8, with the following
considerations:
o

The 6LP-GW is in charge of performing all the tasks related to
context information maintenance, as if it were a 6LBR, as per
[I-D.ietf-6lowpan-nd] Section 7.2.

o

The 6LBR Address in the ABRO option is the address of the RR that
the 6LP-GW is attached to.

o

The 6LP-GW MUST maintain the ABRO version number in stable storage
and be aware not only of its own 6CO options, but also of the
changes regarding the PIO in the RAs coming from the RR.

3.1.2.

Multihop DAD

6LoWPAN-ND only requires DAD if non-EUI-64 based addresses are used.
Multihop DAD in 6LOWPAN-ND is required when non-EUI-64 based
addresses are used in a route over topology and more than one 6R is
present in the network. Since in our case both 64 and 48-bit MAC
addresses are mixed in the same network, the 6LP-GW MUST always
perform DAD on behalf of 6LNs (even if 6LNs only use EUI-64 based
addresses). For this reason, 6LP-GW implementations are RECOMMENDED
to provide mechanisms for supporting multihop DAD in route-over
topologies.
Multihop DAD is performed via two new messages described in
[I-D.ietf-6lowpan-nd], Duplicate Address Request (DAR) and Duplicate
Address Confirmation (DAC). 6LRs send DARs to the 6LBR when they
receive a NS with an ARO option from hosts. The 6LBR responds with a
DAC after searching for the address contained in the DAR in its NC.
The DAC message contains a status field whose value indicates whether
the address is a duplicate or not. Finally, the 6LR responds with a
NA with an ARO option (whose status value depends on the status value
of the received DAC) to the host which sent the original NS with an
ARO.
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In our case, the 6LP-GW SHOULD act as a 6LBR, processing the DAR as
specified in [I-D.ietf-6lowpan-nd] section 8.2.1 and responding with
a DAC as specified in [I-D.ietf-6lowpan-nd] section 8.2.4. However,
the 6LP-GW will not only compare the IPv6 address contained in the
DAR message against entries in its NC, but will also have to perform
a traditional DAD on the IEEE 802.3 interface to ensure the
uniqueness of the address in the complete network.
Therefore, the 6LP-GW SHOULD maintain the information in the DAR
message until DAD has finished. The RECOMMENDED way to implement
this is by creating a TENTATIVE NCE (just as done upon the arrival of
a NS with an ARO). Note that in this case, the ARO-pending flag in
the NCE MUST NOT be set to 1, since neither a NS with an ARO has been
received nor a NA with ARO needs to be sent in response. Instead,
another flag, for example DAR-pending, SHOULD be added to each NCE in
order to process that entry properly (i.e., sending a DAC) once DAD
has completed.
Note that all of the above is compatible with the operations
regarding regular address registration (section 2.3.1.3) and even
with the RS-triggered DAD Optimization described in section 3.2.1.
The reason is that Multihop DAD is only performed when a host tries
to register with a 6LR, while the regular registration process occurs
whenever a host tries to register directly with the 6LBR.
3.2.

Optional 6LP-GW Operation and Optimizations

This section suggests some optional optimizations for the operations
proposed in this document that may be of interest for certain
implementations.
3.2.1.

RS-triggered DAD Optimization

As mentioned in previous sections, it is possible to speed up the
bootstrapping procedure by triggering DAD on behalf of 6LoWPAN nodes
upon reception of the first RS message, instead of waiting until the
reception of a NS with an ARO option (i.e., the message actually sent
for DAD). Considering the long delay required for DAD, the
implementation of this feature is RECOMMENDED.
Implementing this feature requires a few modifications to the
operation described in sections 2.3.1.3, 2.3.1.4, and 2.5.1,
regarding the processing of NS messages with an ARO option, the way
DAD is performed on behalf of 6LoWPAN nodes, and the processing of RS
messages originated in the IEEE 802.15.4 segment respectively. These
modifications are described below.
In addition, a new NCE state, DUPLICATE, is required in order to mark
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NCEs whose IPv6 address is not unique but that can not be deleted yet
(i.e., they are still required for specific reasons).
3.2.1.1.

Changes to RS processing

If this optimization is implemented, then the 6LP-GW will try to
create a NCE upon arrival of the first RS message (originating in the
IEEE 802.15.4 segment) and then it will send a multicast NS to
perform DAD, as specified in [RFC4862]. This newly created NCE must
have its ARO-pending flag set to 0 and its state set to TENTATIVE.
If there is no space left in the NC or if the NCE already exists,
then the 6LP-GW should omit this step (i.e., neither try to create
the NCE nor send the NS for DAD). Note that this extra processing
MUST be performed in addition to forwarding the incoming RS to the
IEEE 802.3 segment (i.e., first, forwarding the RS message, then
creating the NCE and performing DAD, if possible).
Note that no delay is needed before sending the NS for DAD after
reception of the RS message, since nodes will wait a random amount of
time between 0 and MAX_RTR_SOLICITATION_DELAY before sending their
first RS [RFC4861].
3.2.1.2.

Changes to Unicast NS with ARO processing

When receiving a NS with an ARO option, it is highly probable that
the NCE already exists (with the same EUI-64 as the one present in
the ARO EUI-64 field). In that case, the 6LP-GW SHOULD check the NCE
state; if the NCE state is REGISTERED, this is the case of a
re-registration and thus, proceed as in section 2.3.1.3 for the same
case. In case the state is TENTATIVE, that means that either DAD has
not completed yet, or it has completed successfully (as otherwise the
state would be DUPLICATE instead of TENTATIVE). If DAD has not
completed yet, then the 6LP-GW will simply set the ARO-pending flag
to 1. If DAD has completed successfully, the 6LP-GW will refresh the
NCE Lifetime, set the ARO-pending flag to 1 and forward the NS
message to the IEEE 802.15.4 segment. In case the NCE state is
DUPLICATE, a NA with an ARO option having status = 1 MUST be sent to
the 6LN that originated the registration. After that, the NCE SHOULD
be deleted (or marked for deletion).
If the NCE does not exist when a NS with an ARO option arrives, or if
it exists but with a different EUI-64 than the present in the ARO
option, the 6LP-GW MUST behave as described in section 2.3.1.3
(figure 2) for those cases.
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Changes to DAD on behalf of 6LoWPAN nodes

DAD is performed as described in section 2.3.1.4, with the only
differences taking place right after its completion. If the DAD
process completes successfully, then the 6LP-GW MUST check the
ARO-pending flag. If set, it MUST be cleared and a NA with an ARO
having its status field set to 0 MUST be sent to the 6LN that
originated the registration. If the ARO-pending flag is not set, the
6LP-GW MUST perform no change to the NCE until a NS with ARO arrives.
In case DAD fails, if the ARO-pending flag is not set, the 6LP-GW
MUST change the NCE state to DUPLICATE. In contrast, if the
ARO-pending flag was set, the 6LP-GW MUST send a NA with ARO having
its status field set to 1 (duplicate). After that the NCE SHOULD be
deleted (or marked for deletion).
3.2.2.

ICMPv6 option filtering

Some of the options contained mainly in RA messages could be
considered irrelevant for 6LoWPAN networks. Therefore, it may be of
interest for implementations to filter out these options, reducing
the packet size and therefore reducing power consumption by the IEEE
802.15.4 nodes for their delivery and processing. Examples of
options that can be filtered are the Recursive DNS Server Option
(defined in [RFC6106]) or the Flags Expansion Option (defined in
[RFC5175]). Note that SLLAO, MTU, and PIO options MUST NOT be
filtered out. The RECOMMENDED way to perform this filtering would be
to simply remove all the options in RA messages originating in the
IEEE 802.3 segment that are to be forwarded to the IEEE 802.15.4
except for the following options: SLLAO, MTU, and PIO. However, the
list of options that are filtered may differ between implementations;
it may even be desirable to allow this list to be manually
configured.
It is also possible to filter out irrelevant options of messages
originating in the IEEE 802.15.4 segment and directed to the IEEE
802.3 interface, such as the ARO, 6CO, and ABRO. However, this
filtering is of minor interest since the receiving and processing
power saving would occur in a device that is likely to be plugged
into the power mains.
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6LoWPAN-side Routing

An interesting feature for route-over topologies is to provide some
sort of routing protocol such as RPL ([I-D.ietf-roll-rpl]) on the
IEEE 802.15.4 side of the 6LP-GW. Although this feature is not
necessary for the correctness of the protocol (the 6LP-GW could
simply rely on 6LRs), it will reduce the traffic, hence enhancing the
performance of the network.
Implementations MAY advantage of the routing protocol by letting the
6LP-GW "pretend" that it is the 6LBR or even provide an IPv6 address
to the IEEE 802.15.4 interface. However, specific details regarding
implementation of this feature are beyond the scope of this document.
It is important to note that this feature is also useful to prevent
loops in the network and, unless the feature is used, there SHOULD be
some out-of-scope mechanism provided for this purpose, such as for
example the use of the Spanning Tree Protocol (STP) [BRIDGES] for
layer-2 forwarding.

3.2.4.

6LRs seen as hosts by FFDs

6LRs will never be the first hop for FFDs since the RR will be always
in between FFDs and 6LRs. This document tries to equate 6LoWPAN
nodes with their homologue FFD nodes. However, some implementations
may find the fact that 6LRs are seen as routers by FFDs to be
useless. Therefore it is possible for the 6LP-GW to mask the router
nature of 6LRs so that they are seen by FFDs as simple hosts. To do
so, the 6LP-GW MAY discard RS messages coming from the IEEE 802.3
segment and RA messages originating in the IEEE 802.15.4 segment
instead of forwarding them. In addition, the isRouter flag of NA
messages coming from or being sent on behalf of 6LNs SHOULD be set to
0 prior to sending them to the IEEE 802.3 segment.
4.

Security Considerations
The security considerations of Neighbor Discovery for IPv6 [RFC4861]
and Neighbor Discovery Optimization for Low-power and Lossy Networks
[I-D.ietf-6lowpan-nd] apply.
When performing DAD on behalf of 6LNs, race conditions involving
creating-deleting-NCEs cycles may occur. This problem can be solved
by adding a new NCE state (as in section 3.2.1) in order to mark NCEs
for deletion instead of deleting them immediately.
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IANA Considerations
No actions are required from IANA as result of the publication of
this document.
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Introduction
Bluetooth Low Energy (BT-LE) is a radio technology targeted for
devices that operate with coin cell batteries, which means that low
power consumption is essential. BT-LE can also be integrated into
existing Bluetooth (BT) devices so that devices such as mobile phones
and PCs can operate with existing BT accessories as well as BT-LE
accessories. An example of a use case for BT-LE accessory is a heart
rate monitor that sends data via the mobile phone to a server on the
Internet. BT-LE is designed for transferring small amount of data
(in most cases less than 10bytes) less frequently (e.g. every 500ms)
at modest data rates (e.g. 300kbps). BT-LE enables low cost sensors
to send their data over the Internet via a gateway such as a mobile
phone. BT-LE is especially attractive technology for Internet of
Things applications, such as health monitors, environmental sensing
and proximity applications.
Considering the expected explosion in the number of sensors, IPv6 is
an ideal protocol due to the large address space it provides. This
document describes how IPv6 is used on Bluetooth Low Energy links in
a power efficient manner along with efficient application protocols
that enable the integration of BT-LE devices into services.
[RFC4944] specifies the transmission of IPv6 over IEEE 802.15.4. The
bluetooth low energy link in many respects has similar
characteristics to that of IEEE 802.15.4. Many of the mechanisms
defined in [RFC4944] can be applied to the transmission of IPv6 on
bluetooth low energy links. This document specifies the details of
IPv6 transmission over blue-tooth low energy links.

2.

Requirements Language
The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT",
"SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this
document are to be interpreted as described in RFC 2119 [RFC2119].

2.1.

Terminology

Bluetooth Low Energy
Bluetooth low energy is a low power air interface technology
specified by the Bluetooth Special Interest Group (SIG).
Bluetooth Network Encapsulation Protocol (BNEP)
Define BNEP.
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Gateway
Network element connecting the BT-LE sensors to the Internet.
be e.g a home gateway or a mobile device.

Can

ND-Proxy
A gateway that operates as a proxy for IPv6 neighbor discovery
CoAP/HTTP Proxy
A gateway that operates as a CoAP/HTTP proxy for the BT-LE
sensors. Link local addresses are used between the sensors and
the CoAP/HTTP proxy
6to4 prefix
An IPv6 prefix constructed by combining well-known IPv6 prefix
with public IPv4 address
6to4/6RD router
A router that has only IPv4 uplink connectivity and thus uses
6to4/6RD prefix in the BT-LE network

3.

Bluetooth Low Energy protocol stack
Bluetooth Low Energy is a low power wireless technology developed by
the BT-SIG. The lower layer of the BT-LE stack consists of the RF
and the Link layer which are implemented in the BT-LE controller.
The upper layer consists of the Logical Link Control and Adaptation
Protocol (L2CAP), Generic Attribute protocol (GATT) and Generic
Attribute profile (GAP) as shown in Figure 1. GATT and BT-LE
profiles together enable the creation of applications in a
standardized way without using IP. L2CAP provides multiplexing
capability by multiplexing the data channels from the above layers.
L2CAP also provides fragmentation and reassembly for larger data
packets. Link Layer (LL) is responsible for managing the channels
and Physical Layer (PHY) transmits and receives the actual packets.
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+----------------------------------------+
|
Applications
|
+----------------------------------------+
|
Generic Access Profile
|
+----------------------------------------+
|
Generic Attribute Profile
|
+----------------------------------------+
| Attribute Protocol |Security Manager
|
+--------------------+-------------------+
|
Logical Link Control and Adaptation |
+--------------------+-------------------+
|
Host Controller Interface
|
+--------------------+-------------------+
| Link Layer
|Direct Test Mode
|
+--------------------+-------------------+
|
Physical Layer
|
+--------------------+-------------------+

Figure 1: BT-LE Protocol Stack
3.1.

Support for IPv6 over BT-LE

The Bluetooth Network Encapsulation Protocol (BNEP) has been
developed for encapsulating any network protocol for Bluetooth L2CAP.
BNEP assumes that L2CAP supports connection oriented channel. Either
a connection oriented channel needs to be added to the current BT-LE
specification, over which BNEP, parts of 6LoWPAN, IPv6 and
application protocols can be run or a new fixed channel ID may be
reserved for BNEP traffic. Figure 2 illustrates IPv6 over BT-LE
stack.
Constrained Application Protocol (CoAP) is an application protocol
specifically designed for resource constrained environments. CoAP
could be run on top of IPv6 supporting requests from the server and
requests of cached replies from a CoAP/HTTP proxy in the BT-LE
gateway.
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+-------------------+
| Applications
|
+-------------------+
| CoAP/HTTP
|
+-------------------+
| Compressed IPv6 |
+-------------------+
| BNEP
|
+-------------------+
| BT-LE L2CAP
|
+-------------------+
| BT-LE Link Layer |
+-------------------+
| BT-LE Physical
|
+-------------------+

Figure 2: IPv6 over BT-LE Stack

4.

Requirements
BT-LE technology sets strict requirements for low power consumption
and thus limits the allowed protocol overhead. 6LoWPAN standard
[RFC4944] provides useful generic functionality like header
compression, link-local IPv6 addresses, Neighbor Discovery and
stateless IP-address autoconfiguration for reducing the overhead in
802.15.4 networks. This functionality can be partly applied to
BT-LE.

5.

Addressing Model
The link model of BLE needs to be considered and what kind of
addressing is possible.

6.

MTU Issues
Generally the sensors generate data that fits into one Link Layer
packet (23 bytes) that is transferred to the collector periodically.
IP data packets may be much larger and hence MTU size should be the
size of the IP data packet. Larger L2CAP packets can be transferred
with the SAR feature of the Link Layer. If an implementation cannot
support the larger MTU size (due to cost) then SAR needs to be
supported at upper layers.
One option to support SAR would be to implement SAR functionality in
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the BNEP layer. Existing SAR functionality defined in [RFC4944]
could also be used, taking into account BT-LE specific features such
as different MTU in the L2CAP layer.

7.

LowPan Adaptation for BLE and frame format
Transmission of IPv6 Packets over IEEE 802.15.4 Networks [RFC4944]
defines an adaptation layer between IP and 802.15.4 radio networks.
In these networks link layer does not support SAR functionality and
thus IP packets must fit into the payload that is available in the
127 octect long physical frame after variable size frame overhead has
been added. In BT-LE networks this kind of adaptation is not needed
if SAR is supported in the Link Layer. is a

8.

IPv6 Address configuration
SLAAC and other means to configure an address on a BLE device.
Neighbor Discovery Optimization for Low-power and Lossy Networks
[I-D.ietf-6lowpan-hc]. Might also add something about hard-coding
well-known gateway or server addresses.

9.

IPv6 LLA in BLE
Link local address format in BLE

10.

Unicast and Multicast address mapping
Do we have to use multicast addresses in ultra low power network?
dont know whether the same format specified for 802.15.4 can be
reused. Will need expert guidance here.

11.

I

Header compression
Compression Format for IPv6 Datagrams in Low Power and Lossy Networks
(6LoWPAN) [I-D.ietf-6lowpan-hc].
In [RFC4944] different types of frame formats and related headers
have been defined to support fragmentation and mesh addressing. In
BT-LE context LoWPAN_HC1 compressed IPv6 header would be used by
default. Support for fragmentation and mesh headers can be added if
required. In BT-LE link with header compression IPv6 header
(originally 40 Bytes) can be compressed to only 2 Bytes with linklocal addresses and 26 Bytes with Global addresses. UDP header
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(originally 8 Bytes) can be compressed to 4 Bytes.
should be the same as with 6lowpan.

12.

March 2011

IMO this section

IANA Considerations
This document does not have any IANA requests at this time.
change with further development of the specification.

13.

This may

Security Considerations
The transmission of IPv6 over bluetooth low energy links has similar
requirements and concerns for security as zigbee. Security at the IP
layer needs to be reviewed as part of the development of the IPv6
over bluetooth low energy specification.

14.

Additional contributors
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Bluetooth Low energy basics

This section will provide background material on the basics of
bluetooth low energy.
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When a sensor node roams within a very large and distributed wireless
sensor network, which consists of numerous sensor nodes, its routing
path and neighborhood keep changing. In order to provide a high
level of security in this environment, the moving sensor node needs
to be authenticated to new neighboring nodes as well as to establish
a key for secure communication. The document proposes an efficient
and scalable protocol to establish and update the secure key in a
dynamic wireless sensor network environment. The protocol guarantees
that two sensor nodes share at least one key with probability 1
(100%) with less memory and energy cost, while not causing
considerable communication overhead.
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Introduction
The demand of wireless sensor networks (WSNs) is growing
exponentially. It has turned out that the sensor networks can be
widely applied in the areas of healthcare, environment monitoring,
and the military. One of the surveys on WSNs points out that, in the
near future, wireless sensor networks will be an integral part of our
lives, more so than the present-day personal computer [1].
A sensor node has low capability in terms of power, computation,
storage and communication. A wireless sensor network is composed of
a large number of wireless sensor nodes and multi-hop communication
is desired in WSNs. As a result, security in wireless sensor
networks has six challenges to overcome: (a) the wireless nature of
communication, (b) resource limitations of sensor nodes, (c) very
large and dense WSNs, (d) lack of fixed infrastructure, (e) unknown
network topology prior to deployment, (f) high risk of physical
attacks on unattended sensors [2][3].
The capabilities in term of Scalability, Mobility/Dynamicity Network,
Latency, etc. are also listed in the RFC documents, i.e. Routing
Requirements for Urban Low-Power and Lossy Networks (RFC 5548)[6],
Routing Requirements for Urban Low-Power and Lossy Networks (RFC
5673)[7], Home Automation Routing Requirements in Low-Power and Lossy
Networks (RFC 5826)[8], and Building Automation Routing Requirements
in Low-Power and Lossy Networks (RFC 5867)[9].
RFC 5548 required local network dynamics SHOULD NOT impact the entire
network to be reorganized or re-reconfigured; a viable routing
security approach SHOULD be sufficiently lightweight that it may be
implemented across all nodes in a U-LLN; the U-LLN MUST deny any node
that has not been authenticated to the U-LLN and authorized to
participate to the routing decision process.
RFC 5673 addressed the handover speed; a compromised field device
does not destroy the security of the whole network; because nodes are
usually expected to be capable of routing, the end-node security
requirements are usually a superset of the router requirements.
RFC 5826 needed a node MUST authenticate itself to a trusted node
that is already associated with the LLN before the former can take
part in self-configuration or self-organization. A node that has
already authenticated and associated with the LLN MUST deny, to the
maximum extent possible, the allocation of resources to any
unauthenticated peer. The routing protocol(s) MUST deny service to
any node that has not clearly established trust with the HC-LLN.
RFC 5867 listed the possible security keys below: a) a key obtained
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from a trust center already operable on the LLN; b) a pre-shared
static key as defined by the general contractor or its designee; or
c) a well-known default static key.
With the aforementioned limitations of the existing solutions in
mind, we now propose a secure protocol in dynamic WSN, addressing all
of the following issues:
o

A moving sensor node needs to change its attached routers (or
cluster heads) frequently.

o

A router (or cluster head) needs to ensure a joining node is not a
malicious sensor.

o

A moving node needs to establish a secure tunnel with the new
router (or cluster head).

o

The energy consumption for establishing the secure tunnel must be
minimal.

One of the important novel features of the proposed protocol is that
the router or cluster head is employed as sub-base-stations to
execute key establishment. This way, the total dependency on the
base station for key establishment can be avoided. Also, this
approach reduces the hops between two communicating ends and hence
results in reduction of the communication cost.
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Network Assumptions
In this document, we consider a scenario in which a sensor node roams
within a very large and distributed WSN, consisting of a large number
of sensor nodes. It is a typical scenario that is widely adopted in
hospital environments as the patients or doctors equipped with
sensors roam across each department in the hospital. A patient who
carries the sensor nodes can move freely within the range of a
hospital. When a wireless sensor node is moving, its routing path
and neighborhood keep changing. The moving node needs to be
authenticated to the new neighbors and to establish a key for secure
communication.
This scenario reflects the problems described in Section 1: (a)
composition by a large number of sensor nodes; (b) communication
based on wireless multi-hop mechanism; (c) no fixed infrastructure;
(d) the possible location change of sensor node (patient).
Therefore, the challenges of this network assumption are how to
establish a secure channel with these routers.
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Shared-Key Discovery
In the WSN environment, as data transmission consumes much more
energy than computation, the probabilistic solution is widely
accepted in order to reduce the storage and communication overhead
during key establishment.
So far in the literature, numerous random key pre-distribution
schemes have been proposed. For example, in Chan et al.’s scheme[4],
each sensor node stores a random set of Np dedicated pair-wise keys
to achieve the probability p that two nodes share a key. At the key
setup phase, each node ID is matched with Np other randomly selected
node IDs with probability p. A distinct pair-wise key is generated
for each ID pair, and is stored in both nodes’ key-chain along with
the ID of the other party. During the shared-key discovery phase,
each node broadcasts its ID so that neighboring nodes can tell if
they share a common pair-wise key. Note that Chan et al.’s scheme
reduces the storage overhead by sacrificing key connectivity, but it
still provides perfect key resilience.
In this protocol, it is assumed that a sensor node (carried by a
patient) can move within a special range (e.g. hospital). As each
sensor’s memory is severely constrained, each sensor may only store a
small set of keys randomly selected from a key pool at the
deployment. Two nodes may use any existing key discovery protocol
(e.g., the solution proposed in [4]) to find a common key from their
own sets. If the common key is not found, the key establishment
scheme will be initiated. The reason why binding a general preshared key discovery phase to the protocol is to reduce the energy
cost as much as possible.
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Dynamic Authentication and Key Establishment Protocol

4.1.

Basic Protocol

Due to the limited storage of sensor nodes, the pre-shared key-pair
is not always available between the roaming node and its new
neighbors in the circumstance of a dynamic node roaming within large
WSNs (e.g., in hospitals and nuclear power plants). Therefore it
requires an efficient and scalable protocol to establish and update
the keys among nodes for secure communications.
Figure 1 shows the basic architecture and message flow of our
protocol for authentication and key establishment in dynamic WSNs.
When a dynamic sensor node moves to a new area and wants to attach to
a router or a cluster head in this area, it first sends a request
message to the base station (refer to Figure 1).
+--------+
| Router |
+--------+
/
|\
notice /
\ appv
/
\
|/
\
+--------+
+---------+
| Sensor |
req
| Base
|
| Node |---------->| Station |
+--------+
+---------+
Figure 1. The basic architecture and message flow of KEMP protocol

req={Src=SN, Dst= BS, RT||R0||MAC(K_BN, SN||RT||R0)}

(1)

where Src and Dst denote the source and destination address of a
message respectively. SN, BS and RT are identifiers for sensor node,
base station and router, respectively. R0 denotes a random number
generated by the sensor node. MAC indicates the message
authentication code algorithm with a key and K_BN is the shared
secret key between the base station and the sensor node.
After receiving the req message, the base station will check its
revocation list whether the sensor node has been revoked. If the
sensor node is acceptable, then the base station verifies the MAC
message. If the result is positive, the base station will generate a
session key K_NR for the roaming sensor node and the router (or
cluster head).
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K_NR = H(K_BN, SN||R0||R1)

(2)

where H is a keyed one-way hash function, and R1 is the random number
selected by the base station. The base station then sends an
approval message appv with the session key to the router:
appv = {Src=BS, Dst=RT, E(K_BR, SN||R0||R1||K_NR)}

(3)

where E is an encryption algorithm, and K_BR is the shared secret key
between the base station and the router.
After receiving the appv message, the router decrypts the payload and
extracts the session key KNR, and then sends a notice to the sensor
node.
notice = {Src=RT, Dst=SN, R0||R1|| MAC(K_NR, RT||SN|| R0||R1)}
Upon getting the notice message, the sensor node extracts the random
numbers R0 and R1. After checking if the received random number R0
is equal to the original R0, the sensor node recalculates the session
key K_NR = H(K_BN, SN||R0||R1) and then verifies the MAC value. If
the result is positive, the sensor node will use the session key for
the communication with this router afterwards. In practice, the
router could be any sensor node that the dynamic sensor node wants to
connect to.
4.2.

Key Management

In order to manage the keys, every sensor node maintains a table,
called "Key Cache". Table 1 shows the structure of the Key Cache.
Table 1. The structure of Key Cache
+----------------------------------------------+
|
Key Cache in Sensor Node N
|
+----------------------------------------------+
| Correspondence Node ID | Key | Key Lifetime |
+----------------------------------------------+
| BS
| K_BN | T_BN
|
| Node_i
| K_Ni | T_Ni
|
| ... ...
| ... | ... ...
|
| Node_j
| K_Nj | T_Nj
|
| PreSharedKey_x
| K_x | T_x
|
| ... ...
| ... | ... ...
|
| PreSharedKey_y
| K_y | T_y
|
+----------------------------------------------+

When a sensor node, say node N, wants to connect to other sensor
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node, say node R, it executes the following procedure:
(1)

Checks first if there is an existing key pair between them.

(2)

Otherwise, processes the subroutine of shared-key discovery to
find a common key between node N and node R based on those
"PreSharedKeys" in their key caches.

(3)

If there is still no common key between them, the sensor node
allocates an entry in the key cache, and assigns Node ID as
nodeR, Key Stuff as the random number R0 and Key Lifetime as 0,
as shown in Table 2.
Table 2. The initial key entry.
+---------------------------------------------+
| Correspondence Node ID | Key | Key Lifetime |
+---------------------------------------------+
| Node_R
| R0 | 0
|
+---------------------------------------------+

(4)

Then the sensor node initiates the procedure of key
establishment described in the above section. After receiving
the notice message, and recalculating the session key KNR, the
sensor node updates the entry’s key stuff and key lifetime
accordingly.

(5)

When the key lifetime is expired, the dynamic sensor node should
re-initiate the procedure of key establishment described in the
above section.

(6)

When the sensor node leaves the range of the connected router,
the sensor node deletes the related entry from its cache table
in order to save the storage. In case there is no space for
adding a new entry, it may first delete the oldest key which has
expired or will expire soon.

The base station also maintains a key table (Table 3) that includes
the secret keys shared with all of the sensor nodes in the network.
Table 3. The structure of Key Table in basestation
+--------------------------------+
|
Key Table in Base Station
|
+--------------------------------+
| Node ID | Key
| Key Lifetime |
+--------------------------------+
| Node_i | K_Bi | T_Bi
|
| ... ... | ...
| ... ...
|
| Node_j | K_Bj | T_Bj
|
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+--------------------------------+

If a node is compromised and revoked, its field of key lifetime would
be marked as negative.
4.3.

Distribution Mode

In WSNs, the more hops between two communicating ends exist, the
poorer the traffic performance becomes and the more energy
consumption is required. To overcome these problems, we introduce
the distribution mode.
The major idea of distribution mode is to deploy the cluster heads as
the sub-base-stations because a cluster head is more powerful than
normal sensor nodes. The distribution mode includes the following
steps:
(1)

Each cluster head manages to establish the shared key with its
neighboring cluster heads after deployment. There are several
ways to do this. One could embed those keys in advance if the
topology is known at deployment, or use the basic protocol
described in the above sections, via the base station. (As this
is a one-time operation, the overheads may be acceptable.)

(2)

Each sensor node keeps two base station identifiers (IDs): one
is a real base station ID; the other is a sub-base-station (the
cluster head) ID. Initially, the ID of sub-base-station is a
real base station.

(3)

After deployment, the first round for a mobile node to establish
the shared key with the nearest cluster head uses the basic
protocol, too.

(4)

When the mobile node moves, use the basic protocol to establish
the shared key with the new cluster head, via the sub-basestation (old cluster head) rather than the real base station.

(5)

After successfully establishing the keys, the sensor node
updates the ID of sub-base-station with the current cluster
head.

(6)

For security reasons, each sensor node must reset its sub-basestation ID to the real base station at a specified interval (say
a few hours or days, depending on the various applications) and
re-establish keys with its near cluster heads via the real base
station. If the base station does not receive any request from
a sensor node, it considers the sensor node has been
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compromised.
The distribution mode could provide an efficient and low energy-cost
solution for the shared-key establishment. The basic protocol can
provide the stronger protection since it can immediately block and
revoke compromised nodes.
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Security Consideration
In this proposed protocol, the session key K_NR between the sensor
node and the router is generated by the base station and sensor node
respectively, and the session key is directly sent to the router from
the base station by an encrypted packet. Hence, the session key K_NR
is never disclosed during transmission. The session key K_NR is only
known by the related peers, i.e., the sensor node, the base station
and the router.
Referring to equation (2), the session key K_NR is generated by a
keyed hash function with the shared key K_BN between sensor node and
base station as well as two random numbers, R0 and R1, which are
generated by the sensor node and base station respectively. As both
R0 and R1 are used only one time, there are not the same session keys
K_NR. This property is useful to against the replication attacks.
Since the session key K_NR is generated by a keyed hash function with
the secret key K_BN between the sensor node and the base station, the
different sensor nodes will have different session keys. This
feature is useful to protect sensor node privacy.
Even though an eavesdropper at the edge of the sensor node can
monitor and capture the random numbers R0 and R1 as well as the
identity of the sensor node, it is still not able to regenerate the
session key K_NR due to lack of the secret key K_BN. Without a
proper session key, the routers will not forward the packets to next
nodes. This attribute could prevent camouflage and traffic attacks.
Due to the fact that no trusted connection is established between
sensor node and new router before the connection between them, the
proposed protocol employs a random number R1 issued by the base
station. The sensor node needs to recalculate the K_NR first based
on the R1 together with K_BN and R0. Then using the calculated
session key K_NR to verify the received session key K_NR and the
random number R1. If the result is positive, then the sensor node
will trust that the router is authorized by the base station.
Besides the function of informing the sensor node that the new
session key K_NR is ready to use in the router, the notice message
also plays an important role to check if the sensor node!_s address
is reachable. Without this reachability check, the sensor node may
claim that it is at any location rather than its real location. It
could launch redirecting attacks.
The path between the base station and the router is secure because
the packet between them is encrypted with a pre-shared key K_BR.
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The messages from the sensor node to the base station and from the
router to the sensor node are authenticated by a keyed hash function.
Before accepting the inward message and making further processing,
the receivers must verify the authentication. Since the cost of a
hash algorithm is very small, the base station and sensor node could
avoid the attacks of denial of service.
In order to achieve high efficiency and low energy cost, the protocol
deploys a distribution mode which uses the cluster headers as the
sub-base-stations. Due to the capability of cluster header, it is
not able to recognize any compromised sensor nodes in time; the
protocol requires each sensor node to reset its sub-base-station ID
to the real base station regularly, and to re-establish keys with its
near cluster heads via the real base station. This step is also
useful to avoid a sensor node binding a compromised cluster head for
long time.
According to the above analysis, this proposed protocol, which is
simple and easy to implement, can provide relatively strong
protection for sensor node networks.
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IANA Consideration
This version does not need new values to be assigned by IANA.
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Conclusions
In this document, we have proposed an efficient and scalable protocol
to establish and update the authentication key between any pair of
sensor nodes in a dynamic wireless sensor network. Our protocol has
the following features:
o

It is suitable for both static and dynamic WSNs. Any pair of
nodes can establish a key for secure communication.

o

A roaming node only deals with its closest router for security.
There is no need to change the rest of routing path to the base
station.

o

The base station can manage a revocation list for lost or
compromised roaming nodes.

o

The system is scalable and resilient against node compromise.

o

The protocol is efficient due to the small number and size of
signalling messages.

o

The size of each signalling message is smaller than the IEEE
802.15.4 frame size so that it can to avoid packet fragmentation
and the overhead for reassembly.

o

The distribution mode can considerably reduce the latency.

o

Any pair of nodes can establish a key. The protocol guarantees
that two sensor nodes share at least one key with probability 1
(100%).

Thanks to above features, the protocol can satisfy the requirements
for IPv6 over Low power WPAN Routing [5] and could be the security
solution deployed in Routing Requirements for Urban Low-Power and
Lossy Networks (RFC 5548)[6], Routing Requirements for Urban LowPower and Lossy Networks (RFC 5673)[7], Home Automation Routing
Requirements in Low-Power and Lossy Networks (RFC 5826)[8], and
Building Automation Routing Requirements in Low-Power and Lossy
Networks (RFC 5867)[9].
After comparing with some of the popular and latest protocols used in
WSNs, our protocol could save about 30% in communication energy, and
has the higher probability (100%) of sharing a key between two sensor
nodes with less memory cost than those pre-distribution schemes,
without incurring in a considerable amount of communication.
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Introduction
Neighbor discovery for IPv6 [RFC4861] and stateless address
autoconfiguration [RFC4862] together referred to as neighbor
discovery protocols (NDP) are defined for regular hosts operating in
wired/wireless links. These protocols are not suitable and require
optimizations for resource constrained, low power hosts operating in
lossy wireless links. Neighbor discovery optimizations for 6lowpan
networks include simple optimizations such as host address
registration feature using the address registration option which is
sent in unicast Neighbor Solicitation (NS) and Neighbor Advertisement
(NA) messages [I−D.ietf−6lowpan−nd].
Neighbor discovery protocols (NDP) are not secure especially when
physical security on the link is not assured and vulnerable to
attacks. Secure neighbor discovery protocol (SEND) is defined to
secure NDP [RFC3971]. Cryptographically generated addresses (CGA)
are used in SEND [RFC3972]. SEND mandates the use of RSA signature
algorithm which is computationally heavy and not suitable to use for
low−power and resource constrained nodes
[I−D.cheneau−csi−send−sig−agility]. The use of RSA public key and
signature leads to long message sizes not suitable to use in low−bit
rate, short range, asymmetric and non−transitive links such as IEEE
802.15.4.
In this document we extend 6lowpan neighbor discovery protocol with
cryptographically generated addresses. The nodes generate CGAs and
register them with the default router. CGA generation is based on
elliptic curve cryptography (ECC)and signature is calculated using
elliptic curve digital signature algorithm (ECDSA) known to be
lightweight and lead to much smaller packet sizes. The resulting
protocol is called Lightweight Secure Neighbor Discovery Protocol
(LSEND).

2.

Terminology
The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT",
"SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this
document are to be interpreted as described in [RFC2119].
The terminology in this document is based on the definitions in
[RFC3971], [RFC3972] in addition to the ones specified in
[I−D.ietf−6lowpan−nd].
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Problem Statement
In this section we state requirements on secure neighbor discovery
protocol for low−power and lossy networks.
The protocol MUST be based on Neighbor Discovery Optimization for
Low−power and Lossy Networks protocol defined in
[I−D.ietf−6lowpan−nd] due to the host−initiated interactions to allow
for sleeping hosts, elimination of multicast−based address resolution
for hosts, etc.
New options to be added to neighbor solicitation messages MUST lead
to minimal packet sizes. Such packet sizes facilitate low−power
transmission by resource constrained nodes on lossy links.
CGA generation, signature and key hash calculation MUST avoid the use
of SHA−1 which is known to have security flaws. In this document, we
use SHA−2 instead of SHA−1 and thus avoid SHA−1’s flaws.
Public key and signature sizes MUST be minimized and signature
calculation MUST be lightweight. In this document we adopt ECC and
ECDSA with P−256 curve in order to meet this requirement.

4.

New Options

4.1.

CGA Parameters and Digital Signature Option

This option contains both CGA parameters and the digital signature.
A summary of the CGA Parameters and Digital Signature Option format
is shown below.
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0

1
2
3
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+
|
Type
|
Length
|
Pad Length | Sig. Length |
+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+
|
|
.
.
.
CGA Parameters
.
.
.
|
|
+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+
|
|
.
.
.
Digital Signature
.
.
.
|
|
+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+
|
|
.
.
.
Padding
.
.
.
|
|
+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+
Type
TBA1 for CGA Parameters and Digital Signature
Length
The length of the option (including the Type, Length, Pad Length,
Signature Length, CGA Parameters, Digital Signature and Padding
fields) in units of 8 octets.
Pad Length
The length of the Padding field.
Sig Length
The length of the Digital Signature field.
CGA Parameters
The CGA Parameters field is variable−length containing the CGA
Parameters data structure described in Section 4 of [RFC3972].
Digital Signature
The Digital Signature field is a variable length field containing
a Elliptic Curve Digital Signature Algorithm (ECDSA) signature
(with SHA−256 and P−256 curve of [FIPS−186−3]). Digital signature
is constructed as explained in Section 4.3.
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Padding
The Padding field contains a variable−length field making the CGA
Parameters and Digital Signature Option length a multiple of 8.
4.2.

Digital Signature Option

This option contains the digital signature.
A summary of the Digital Signature Option format is shown below.
Note that this option has the same format as RSA Signature Option
defined in [RFC3971]. The differences are that Digital Signature
field carries Ellictic Curve Cryptography signature not RSA signature
and in calculating Key Hash field SHA−2 is used not SHA−1.
0

1
2
3
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+
|
Type
|
Length
|
Reserved
|
+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+
|
|
|
Key Hash
|
|
|
|
|
+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+
|
|
.
.
.
Digital Signature
.
.
.
|
|
+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+
|
|
.
.
.
Padding
.
.
.
|
|
+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+−+
Type
TBA2 for Digital Signature
Length
The length of the option (including the Type, Length, Reserved,
Key Hash, Digital Signature and Padding fields) in units of 8
octets.
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Key Hash
The Key Hash field is a 128−bit field containing the most
significant (leftmost) 128 bits of a SHA−2 hash of the public key
used for constructing the signature. This is the same as in
[RFC3971] except for SHA−1 which has been proved to be flawed in
the light of recent attacks [NIST−ST].
Digital Signature
Same as in Section 4.1.
Padding
The Padding field contains a variable−length field containing as
many bytes long as remain after the end of the signature.
4.3.

Calculation of Digital Signature and CGA Using ECC

Due to the use of Elliptic Curve Cryptography, the following
modifications are needed to [RFC3971] and [RFC3972].
Digital signature is constructed by using the sender’s private key
over the same sequence of octets specified in Section 5.2 of
[RFC3971] up to all neighbor discovery protocol options preceding the
Digital Signature option containing Elliptic Curve Cryptography
digital signature. The signature value is computed using the ECDSA
signature algorithm as defined in [SEC1] and hash function SHA−256.
Public Key is the most important parameter in CGA Parameters defined
in Section 4.1. Public Key MUST be DER−encoded ASN.1 structure of
the type SubjectPublicKeyInfo formatted as ECC Public Key. The
AlgorithmIdentifier, contained in ASN.1 structure of type
SubjectPublicKeyInfo, MUST be the (unrestricted) id− ecPublicKey
algorithm identifier, which is OID 1.2.840.10045.2.1, and the
subjectPublicKey MUST be formatted as an ECC Public Key, specified in
Section 2.2 of [RFC5480].
Note that the ECC key lengths are determined by the namedCurves
parameter stored in ECParameters field of the AlgorithmIdentifier.
The named curve to use is secp256r1 corresponding to P−256 which is
OID 1.2.840.10045.3.1.7.

5.

Protocol Interactions
Lightweight Secure Neighbor Discovery for Low−power and Lossy
Networks (LSEND for LLN) modifies Neighbor Discovery Optimization for
Low−power and Lossy Networks [I−D.ietf−6lowpan−nd] as explained in
this section. Protocol interactions are shown in Figure 1.
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6LoWPAN Border Routers (6LBR) send router advertisements (RA).
6LoWPAN Nodes (6LN) or nodes in short receive these RAs and generate
their own cryptographically generated addresses using elliptic curve
cryptography as explained in Section 4.3. The node sends a neighbor
solicitation (NS) message with address registration option (ARO) to
6LBR. Such a NS is called an address registration NS.
A LSEND for LLN node MUST send an address registration NS message
after adding CGA Parameters and Digital Signature Option defined in
Section 4.1. Source address MUST be set to its crypotographically
generated address. A LSEND for LLN node MUST set the Owner Interface
Identifier field (EUI−64) in ARO to the rightmost 64 bits of its
crypotographically generated address. Subnet Prefix field of CGA
Parameters MUST be set to the leftmost 64 bits of its
crypotographically generated address. Public Key field of CGA
Parameters MUST be set to the node’s ECC Public Key.
6LBR receives the address registration NS. 6LBR verifies the source
address as described in Section 5.1.2. of [RFC3971] using the claimed
source address and CGA Parameters field in the message. After
successfully verifying the address 6LBR next does a cryptographic
check of the signature included in Digital Signature field in the
message. If all checks succeed then 6LBR performs a duplicate
address detection procedure first on the address. If that also
succeeds 6LBR registers CGA in the neighbor cache. 6LBR also caches
the node’s public key.
6LBR sends an address registration neighbor advertisement (NA) as a
reply to confirm the node’s registration. Status is set to 0 to
indicate success. This completes initial address registration. The
address registration needs to be refreshed after the neighbor cache
entry times out.
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6LN
6LBR
|
|
|<−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−RA−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−|
|
|
|−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−NS with ARO and CGA Option−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−>|
|
|
|<−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−NA with ARO−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−|
|
|
|−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−NS with ARO and Digital Signature Option−>|
|
|
|<−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−NA with ARO−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−|
|
|
|−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−NS with ARO and Digital Signature Option−>|
|
|
|<−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−NA with ARO−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−|

Figure 1: Lightweight SEND for LLA Protocol
In order to refresh the neighbor cache entry, a LSEND for LLN node
MUST send an address registration NS message after adding Digital
Signature Option defined in Section 4.2. Key hash field is a hash of
the node’s public key and MUST be set as described in Section 4.2.
Digital Signature field MUST be set as described in Section 4.2.
6LBR receives the address registration refresh NS. 6LBR uses the key
hash field in Digital Signature Option to find the node’s public key
from the neighbor cache. 6LBR verifies the digital signature in the
NS. In case of successful verification, 6LBR sends back an address
registration neighbor advertisement (NA) to the node and sets the
status to 0 indicating successful refreshment of the CGA of the node.
Similar refresh NS and NA exchanges happen afterwards as shown in
Figure 1
5.1.

Packet Sizes

Original address registration NS message contains 40 byte header and
ARO is 16 octets. DER−encoded ECC Public Key for P−256 curve is 88
octets long. Digital Signature field when using ECDSA for P−256
curve is 71 octets long without padding
[I−D.cheneau−csi−ecc−sig−agility].
CGA Parameters and Digital Signature Option’s CGA Parameters include
16 octet modifier, 8 octet prefix obtained from the router
advertisement message sent from 6LBR, 1 octet collision count and 88
octet Public Key. Digital Signature is 71 octets. The option is 184
octets with Padding 0 octets. The total message size of an original
LSEND address registration NS message is 240 octets and such a
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message can be encapsulated into three 802.15.4 frames.
An address registration refresh NS message contains an ARO which is
16 octets and digital signature option containing 16 octet key hash
and 71 octet signature and 5 octet Padding. The message is 152
octets long with the header. Such a message could be encapsulated in
two 802.15.4 frames.

6.

Security Considerations
Same considerations regarding the threats to the Local Link Not
Covered as in [RFC3971] apply.
The threats discussed in Section 9.2 of [RFC3971] are countered by
the protocol described in this document as well.
As to the attacks to the protocol itself, denial of service attacks
that involve producing a very high number of packets are deemed
unlikely because of the assumptions on the node capabilities in low−
power and lossy networks.

7.

IANA considerations
This document defines two new options to be used in neighbor
discovery protocol messages and new type values for CGA Parameters
and Digital Signature Option (TBA1) and Digital Signature Option
(TBA2) need to be assigned by IANA.

8.
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Abstract
This document describes the short AID (adaptation identifier) in place of full I
Pv6 address, related AID-IPv6 address translation mechanism and frame format of
it for effective IPv6 header compression when a IEEE 802.15.4 node communicate w
ith a IPv6 domain. AID generated by IN-node (a node inside the lowpan) for corre
sponding IPv6 address of OUT-node (a node outside the lowpan), and AID-IPv6 tran
slation table maintained at gateway and IN-node. Conversely packet carries an AI
D value in place of OUT-node IPv6 address in adaptation header, and translated b
ack to IPv6 at gateway though AID-IPv6 translation table. Also in this document,
effective frame format design specified for adaptation layer for global as well
as local communication
Status of this Memo
This Internet-Draft is submitted in full conformance with the provisions of BCP
78 and BCP 79. Internet-Drafts are working documents of the Internet Engineering
Task Force (IETF). Note that other groups may also distribute working documents
as Internet-Drafts. The list of current Internet-Drafts is at
http://datatracker.ietf.org/drafts/current.
Internet-Drafts are draft documents valid for a maximum of six months and may be
updated, replaced, or obsoleted by other documents at any time. It is inappropr
iate to use Internet-Drafts as reference material or to cite them other than as
"work in progress."
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Copyright Notice
Copyright (c) 2010 IETF Trust and the persons identified as the document authors
. All rights reserved. This document is subject to BCP 78 and the IETF Trust’s L
egal Provisions Relating to IETF Documents (http://trustee.ietf.org/license-info
) in effect on the date of publication of this document. Please review these doc
uments carefully, as they describe your rights and restrictions with respect to
this document. Code Components extracted from this document must include Simplif
ied BSD License text as described in Section 4.e of the Trust Legal Provisions a
nd are provided without warranty as described in the Simplified BSD License.
Terminology
The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT", "SHOULD", "S
HOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this document are to be inte
rpreted as described in [RFC2119].
Readers are expected to be familiar with all the terms and concepts that are dis
cussed in "IPv6 over Low-Power Wireless Personal Area Networks (6LoWPANs): Overv
iew, Assumptions, Problem Statement, and Goals" [RFC4919], and "Transmission of
IPv6 Packets over IEEE 802.15.4 Networks" [RFC4944].
AID:

Adaptation Identifier

IN-node: a IEEE 802.15.4 node within the PAN (personal area network)
OUT-node: Any node outside the PAN, connected with IN-node through IPv6 Domine
IN-bound traffic: Flow of packet from outside PAN (OUT-node) to inside PAN (IN-n
ode)
OUT-bound traffic: Flow of packet from inside PAN (IN-Node) to outside the PAN (
OUT-node)
AITT: AID-IPv6 Translation Table
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1. Problem statements
1.1 global connectivity of 6lowpan & header compression
6lowpan developed with aim to provide internet connectivity to lowpan (IEEE 802.
15.4 network), so IN-node communicates with OUT-node in IPv6 domine. Maximum phy
sical layer packet size of IEEE 802.15.4 is 127 byte, and it left only 102 byte
for layers above the MAC layer. Link layer security further consumes 21 byte. IP
v6 header is 40 octets in length, and leaves only 41 octets for upper layer. So
HC1 header compression was proposed to reduce the IPv6 header size. Further MTU
size of IPv6 packet is over 1280 bytes. So it requires fragmentation and reassem
bling of IPv6 packet. For these reasons an adaptation layer was proposed to acco
mmodate IPv6 packet over IEEE 802.15.4 network.
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+-------------+
+----------+
+---------+
| AID Frame |
|Gateway
|
| IPv6
|
|
IEEE
|<-->|AID<->IPv6|<-->| Network |
| 802.15.4
|
|
|
|
|
+-------------+
+----------+
+---------+
Figure 1. Global connectivity
[RFC 4944] define the IPv6 header compression to reduce the size of IPv6 header,
and able to compress 40 byte header minimum up to 2 byte. One byte for header c
ompression filed and one byte for hop limit (inline). Field that cannot be compr
essed is placed inline next to compressed header within the adaptation frame. Wh
en a node communicates across IPv6 internet, it requires full IP address of OUTnode, so full IP address has to put it into the inline according to HC1 compress
ion scheme. Due to the state less auto configuration properties, some way we can
save 8 byte or 14 byte for a IN-node addresses, depending on EUI-64 addressed o
r 16 bit short address used for IN-node. So actual compression for IPv6 addresse
s of IN-node and OUT-node are up to 20-26 byte / 32 byte with HC1 compression sc
heme, But it is not efficient compression for global communication. To tackle th
is problem, In [I-D. Global connectivity in 6LoWPAN] author proposed a short len
gth AID assignment at gateway to map unique IPv6 address to achieve good IPv6 ad
dresses compression for global communication. Conversely, packet within PAN carr
ies short length AID in place of full fledges IPv6 address and convert to full I
Pv6 address at gateway to route over internet. For IN-bound IPv6 packet, procedu
re is just reverse. In [I-D. Global connectivity in 6LoWPAN], Author proposed tw
o AID, one for Source and one for Destination and mechanism to generate AID for
unique IPv6 address. But, Author does not provide any information regarding fram
e format with AID, presence of link-addresses in adaptation layer, AID field siz
e as well as mobility scenario and AID mechanism.
1.2 hop limit & HC1 compression
In RFC 4944, hop limit (1 byte) field from IPV6 header which is always carried i
nline. When Mesh header present, it also carries a hopleft field (4 bits). So it
gives rise confliction to algorithm that which field to be considered. One poss
ibility is that both fields require simultaneously when hop limit set different
for routing within PAN and outside PAN for outbound packet, but it require addit
ional field that inform such situation, but currently this information field is
not present in the adaptation header. Conversely, hope limit field in adaptation
layer required revision.
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1.3 HC1 compression header and mesh header
For transmission of message within the PAN, mesh header defined in [rfc 4944]. I
n this scenario first four bits of the HC1 never required, as the both origin an
d destination link layer address present in mesh header. It’s implicit informati
on. Moreover, with use of AID frame, there are no requirements of first four bit
s of HC1 header at all.
In HC1 compression, for prefix and II ID for OUT-node, only inline option is pos
sible. Therefore, no compression for IPv6 address of OUT-node. For II ID of INnode, there is an option ’IC: Interface identifier elided’. How can we derive II
ID from link-layer? So always we have to put it inline. One possibility is from
mesh header, but use of it for global communication causes extra load on header
and so no gain. So HC1 header compression header and mesh frame format required
revision.
2 Adaptation Identifier (AID)
In [I-D. Global connectivity in 6LoWPAN] author proposed a two AID value for sou
rce and destination node IPv6 address. But Use of AID for an IN-node is inapprop
riate which cause extra load on adaptation header, extra management and lead to
certain difficulties in handling it. AID only require for OUT-node, and translat
ion between AID and IPv6 address take place at gateway. Following session explai
n AID requirements, size of AID field and AID-IPv6 address translation table (AI
TT).
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2.1 Presence of IN-node link layer address and AID
When the frame contains only AID value and does not contain IN-node link layer a
ddress lead to certain issues.

Following issues suggest the requirement of link-layer address in adaptation he
ader.
(1) In case of any desyncronization between the node and gateway regarding AID v
alue, particularly happen in case of a PAN with multiple gateways and IN-node mo
bility scenario in which If AID value does not exist at gateway , it cannot repl
y back without source link layer address.
(2)

Identify the packet whether it is come from an associate node or not.

So each frame SHOULD contain originator IN-node link layer address regardless of
AID value.

2.2 drawback of use of AID value for IN-node
(1) Due to the stateless auto configurability characteristics of IPv6 address, w
e can configure IPv6 address from link-layer ID or Interface Identifier of a nod
e and prefix ID of gateway. So use of AID for IN-node is illogical in presence (
section 2.1) of IN-node link layer address in adaptation header.
(2) 16 bit short ID for a node in PAN was chosen to support 2^16 nodes in PAN. I
f we use AID for IN-nodes, minimum length of AID field should be 16 bit. Still i
t is larger and does not provide effective compression
(3) In PAN with multiple gateways and mobile IN-node, gateway may change frequen
tly for IN-node. If we generate AID value of IN-node, it contains many AID value
s. Therefore, each time node has to confirm gateway first and then select the co
rresponding AID value. As the different gateway contains different AID value, in
crease the chance of packet carries wrong source IPv6 address. Further, addition
al management require handling the AID value at gateway and IN-node.
Above mentioned reasons (section 2.1 & 2.2) suggests that AID value for IN-no
de IPv6 address SHOULD not use and link-layer ID of IN-node SHOULD be present in
packet.
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2.3. AID value Generation
In [I-D. Global connectivity in 6LoWPAN] author mentioned that new AID value for
IPv6 address is generated by gateway. It works fine in static network and netwo
rk with single gateways. But, in case of PAN with multiple gateways and mobile I
N-node deal with multiple gateways, it leads certain problems. If new AID value
is generated by gateway, different gateways generate different AID values for sa
me OUT-node IPv6 address, so AID value updated with each gateways. Due to mobili
ty, It is possible that packet reach at another gateway, but that contain differ
ent IPv6 address for corresponding AID value and wrong IPv6 destination address
is embedded into the packet. But it is not possible when AID-value is only gener
ated by IN-node because IN-node provides same AID value for corresponding IPv6 a
ddress to all the gateways. Thus, New AID value SHOULD be generated by IN-node o
nly, thus different gateways and IN-node have same AID-values for corresponding
IPv6 address.
2.4 AID field & AITT
Now it is clear that AID value SHOULD use for IPv6 address of OUT-node only. But
the question is what will be the size of AID field and AITT format. Lets look a
t different possible scenario.
(1) PAN with single or few destinations
In many practical situations, data collected though sensors and send it
entral storage system, so all nodes within the PAN communicate only one
ode outside the PAN. In this scenario, AID table format shown in figure
fficient and efficient. As there are only few destinations, shorter AID
quired.

to one c
or few n
2, is su
field re

+---------------------------------+
| AID | IPv6 address | Time-Stamp |
+---------------------------------+
Figure 2 AITT without Link-Layer ID

(2) PAN, with multiple destinations
In this scenario, above mentioned table format can work, but due to larger no. o
f destinations, require larger AID field size. But we can reduce the no. of AID
values requirement hence size of AID field by taking the AID value in combinatio
n with link-layer ID of IN-node (fig 3). In another term, maximum number of conn
ections to OUT-node, from an IN-node is always less than or equal to connection
from all IN-node. This scheme is particularly yielding when different IN-nodes o
r group of IN-nodes communicate with corresponding different OUT-nodes. It is al
so efficient for first scenario.
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(3)Combination of link-layer ID with AID value in AITT increases the uniqueness
of AID value in AITT (fig 3), and it is particularly helpful in PAN with multipl
e gateways and IN-node mobility scenario as well as it makes the AID management
easier.
+-------------------------------------------------+
| Link-Layer ID | AID | IPv6 address | Time-Stamp |
+-------------------------------------------------+
Figure 3. AITT without Link-Layer ID
3. AID messages & AID values mechanism
3.1 AID messages
3.1.1 AID update message
When, IN-node get AID request message (contain IPv6 address of OUT-node) from ga
teway, IN-node search for existing AID value for corresponding IPv6 address. If
it does not present, IN-node generate a new AID value. IN-node sends Updated inf
ormation to gateway through AID update message. AID update message contains AID
value, IPv6 address, time-stamp and hope limit information. Similarly, when gate
way is received IPv6 request message from IN-node, gateway reply back IPv6 addre
ss corresponding to AID value through AID update message.
3.1.2 AID request message (Gateway to IN-node)
When AID value does not exist for IPv6 address of IN-bound packet at gateway, it
sends the AID request message to IN-node for AID value corresponding to IPv6 ad
dress. This message contains IPv6 address and in response, IN-node returns the c
orresponding AID update message. AID request message contains IPv6 address.
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3.1.3 IPv6 request message
When AID value does not exist at gateway or IN-node on receiving AID frame, rece
iving node sends IPv6 request message to sender to request IPv6 address correspo
nding to AID value. In response, sender node return AID update message. IPv6 req
uest message contains AID value.
3.2 Mechanism of AID value
3.2.1 For Out bound traffic
1. When IN-node wants to send packet to OUT-node, first it checks the existence
of AID value for OUT-node IPv6 address in AITT.
2a. if AID value Present at IN-node for corresponding IPv6 address, it send the
AID packet to gateway. But, if gateway does not have AID value, it sends IPv6 re
quest message for corresponding AID value to IN-node, and IN-Node reply back AID
Update message
2b. if AID value does not present at IN-node, it generates the new AID value for
OUT-node IPv6 address and send AID update message to gateway.
3.2.2 For In bound traffic
1. When Gateway received the packet from OUT-node, it checks the existence of AI
D value for OUT-node IPv6 address in AITT.
2a. if AID value present at gateway, it send the packet in AID frame to IN-node.
But, if IN-node does not have AID value, it send request message to gateway for
corresponding IPv6 address. Gateway reply backs the AID update message.
2b. if AID value does not present at gateway, it requests a AID value for given
IPv6 address to IN-node, and IN-node reply back AID update message.
3.3 Time stamping & deletion of AID in AID-IPv6 translation table.
Whenever IN-Node generate AID, it also time-stamp the AID value simultaneously a
nd send it with AID update message. Whenever transaction (during packet transmis
sion) or updation take place in AITT, time-stamp field set back to initial value
in correspond AID value. If AID value does not utilized for some threshold peri
od, corresponding row is deleted.
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4 Frame Format
4.1. 6lowpan TCP/IP Stake
In figure 4, TCP/IP stake shown for AID based 6lowpan. Physical and MAC layer ar
e similar to IEEE 802.15.4 standards.
Adaptation layer lies above the MAC layer and use AID frame structure for OUT-no
de (global communication) and Local frame structure for IN-node. Routing is take
place at adaptation layer and mesh under & mesh over routing is an administrato
r choice. in both case, packet has to reach at adaptation layer. Transport laye
r mainly use compressed header format. Security layer is optional. Application l
ayer keep at top above, and only required application are kept according to need
.
+-------------------------------------------------+
|
Application Layer
|
|
(Restricted Applications )
|
|-------------------------------------------------|
| Security Layer |
Transport Layer
|
| (Optional)
|
(Compressed Header)
|
|
|--------------------------------|
|
|
|AID Frame |Mesh
|
|
| Adaptation |----------|under
|
|
| Layer
|LocalFrame|routing |
|-------------------------------------------------|
|
MAC layer (IEEE 802.15.4)
|
|-------------------------------------------------|
|
PHY layer (IEEE 802.15.4)
|
+-------------------------------------------------+
Figure 4. AID based 6lowpan TCP/IP stake
4.2 AID-IPv6 address Translation Table (AITT)
AITT translate the IPv6 address to corresponding AID value and vice versa (fig 5
& 6). It is present in IN-node as well as gateway, but AID frame to IPv6 packet
and vice-versa translation take place at the gateway using AID-IPv6 table.
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+------------------------------------------------------+
|Link-Layer ID|Bit|AID|IPv6 address|hop limit|Timestamp|
+------------------------------------------------------+
Figure 5. AITT for Gateway
+----------------------------------------+
|Bit|AID|IPv6 address|hop limit|Timestamp|
+----------------------------------------+
Figure 6. AITT for IN-Node
Link Layer ID of IN-nodes: 16 bits short ID or 64 bit
fier of IN-node
Bit:

Length of AID field in bits (1,2,4,8 bit(s))

AID:

AID value

IPv6 address:

Interface Identi

IPv6 address of corresponding OUT-Node

Hop limit: Hope limit for out bound traffic
Timestamp: Time of last use of AID
4.3. Adaptation Layer Header
Adaptation layer header contains Dispatch field, followed by AID or Local mesh f
rame and fragmentation header which is optional (fig 7). Dispatch value gives Id
ea about which type of frame following next (fig 8). Fragmentation header is opt
ional, only present when payload is large and required fragmentation. It is acco
rding to [rfc 4944]
+--------------------------------------------+
| Dispatch | AID, LMF | Fragmentation header |
|
| BCH
|
(optional)
|
+--------------------------------------------+
Figure 7. Adaptation layer header

4.3.1 Dispatch field
Dispatch field specify the frame type or field carried in to the adaptation head
er that follow after the dispatch.
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+----------------------------------------------------+
| Dispatch | Header Type
|
|----------------------------------------------------|
| 00 000000 | NALP - Not a lowpan frame
|
| 01 000001 | IPv6 -IPv6 uncompressed frame
|
| 01 000010 | AID_1 -AID frame_1_bit_field_size
|
| 01 000011 | AID_2 -AID frame_2_bit_field_size
|
| 01 000101 | AID_3 -AID frame_4_bit_field_size
|
| 01 000110 | AID_4 -AID frame_8_bit_field_size
|
| ********* | Reserved
|
| 10 100001 | BCF - Broadcast Frame
|
| 10 100011 | LMF - Local Mesh Frame
|
| ******** | Reserved
|
| 01 111111 | ESC - Additional dispatch byte follows |
+----------------------------------------------------+
Figure 8. Dispatch Type
4.3.2 AID frame
Whenever communication takes place between the IN-node and OUT-node, AID frame i
s used. Frame contains the AID value for corresponding IPv6 address.
+-----------------------------------------------+
| 01 000010 |
|
|
| 01 000011 | AID frame | Fragmentation header |
| 01 000101 |
header
|
(optional)
|
| 01 000110 |
|
|
+-----------------------------------------------+
Figure 9 (a). Dispatches for AID frame
+---------------------------------------------------------+
|Bound| I | G | NH | Fr |hopeleft|
LL ID
|
AID
|
| (1) |(1)|(1)| (4)| (1)| (4)
| (16 or 64) | (1,2,3,8) |
+---------------------------------------------------------+
Figure 9 (b). AID frame Header
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Outbound packet from PAN (Forward to Gateway)
Inbound packet to PAN (Forward to IN-node at Link Layer ID address)

Fr: 0- No fragmentation header follows
1- fragmentation header follows
I: 0- 16 bit short ID in II ID field
1- 64 bit interface identifier in II ID field
G:

0- Any gateways
1- Gateway specified (next to the AID field)
NH: First Bit
0- No Traffic class & flow lable
1- Traffic class & flow label field in Inline
Second Bit
0- no more header compression
1- HC2 header compression bits [rfc draft]
Third & Fourth Bits
00- Additional header follow
01- UDP
10- ICMP
11- TCP
Hopeleft: (4 bits) Hope left within the PAN
LL ID: 16 bit short ID or 64 bit Link Layer ID
AID: AID value
4.3.3 If gateway specified (G set 1)
+----------------------------------------+
| Dispatch | AID header | F | Gateway ID |
+----------------------------------------+
Figure 10. Gateway specified AID frame header
F: 0- 16 bit address of Gateway
1- 64 bit address of Gateway
Gateway ID: 16 bits or 64 bits Address of Gateway

4.3.4 Local Mesh Frame
Whenever communication occurs between the IN-nodes, Local mesh Frame should use.
As in this scenario, AID is not required.
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+----------------------------------------------------+
| 01 100010 | LMS header | Fragmentation Header |
|
|
|
(optional)
|
+----------------------------------------------------+
Figure 11. (a) Local mesh frame
+---------------------------------------------------+
| V | F | NH | Fr |hopeleft|
source
|
Dest
|
|(1)|(1)| (4)| (1)| (4)
| (16 or 64) |(16 or 64) |
+---------------------------------------------------+
Figure 11.

(b) LMS header

V:

01-

16 bit originator ID in source field
64 bit EUI ID in source field

F:

0- 16 bit originator ID in Destination
1- 64 bit EUI ID in Destination field

field

NH: Same as in section 4.3.2
Hopleft: Hop count (within the mesh)
Source: 16 bits short or 64 bits EUI address of originator IN-node
Dest:

16 bits short or 64 bits

address of finaldestination IN-node

4.3.5 Local Broadcast frame
Whenever mesh routing required flooding mechanism, for that broadcast header is
defined in figure xx. It contains dispatch type followed by sequence number of m
essage.
+--------------------------+
| 01 100000 | Sequence No. |
+--------------------------+
Figure 12. Local Broadcast Header
Sequence No: This 8-bit field SHALL be incremented by the Originator whenever it
sends a new mesh broadcast
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5. Header compression efficiency.
During global communication, as per HC1 header compression [RFC 4944], maximum c
ompression is 22 byte out of 40 byte. Further, 1 byte for dispatch and 5 byte fo
r fragmentation header if presents. While in case of AID based global communicat
ion, maximum compression is 3 byte and 5 bit out of 40 byte. Further, 1 byte for
dispatch and 5 byte for fragmentation header if presents.
6. Formal Syntax
The following syntax specification uses the augmented Backus-Naur Form (BNF) as
described in RFC-2234[RFC2234].
7. Security Considerations
TBD
8. IANA Considerations
TBD
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